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ABSTRACT
Non-Linear Optical Characterization of Stressed Materials
Kaylee N. Rellaford
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Interactions between materials, their surfaces, and applied stresses are involved in every
man-made construction in the world. Therefore, finding ways to interact without altering
inherent properties of materials is of great interest. Surface spectroscopies, including second
harmonic generation (SHG) and sum frequency generation (SFG), are inherently noninvasive
testing methods. Both SHG and SFG are well-developed techniques that can be used in various
applications including the characterization of material state. Both of these techniques allow for a
noninvasive analysis of various materials, such as metals and polymers. We have used SHG as a
method to characterize the change in signal strength before and after mechanical, chemical, and
thermal stress. The results have allowed for comparisons to established methods such as electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and indenter testing. SHG shows great potential for a new
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technique to provide more information alongside current
destructive and nondestructive methods. SFG has long been used to excite vibrations in the bulk
and at interfaces. This allows for a deeper understanding of any molecular change induced by
stress such as preferred orientation and new chemical interactions. Overall developments in
surface specific methods deepens our understanding of how we interface with the universe.

Keywords: spectroscopy, nondestructive evaluation, interface, deformation, polymer
characterization
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

All aspects of our lives are influenced by materials, whether naturally occurring or
manufactured. We have clothes that we wear, glasses we drink out of, paved roads, and vehicles
we drive to work. These materials are designed for a specific purpose, to be a stretchy and
flattering shirt or to be a light weight but strong vehicle that can transport you but also protect
you in the case of an accident. Properties of materials can change with heat treatments or even
the addition of other substances. Essentially all materials are chosen for a set purpose and
utilization that they are best suited for. Similar to the process by which we create new materials
or form them to our needs, certain stresses can alter these properties. This leads to the importance
of knowing when the material state has changed and how much more use it can serve.

1.1 Nondestructive Evaluation
When a material is first designed, many manufacturers implement testing that determines
the initial state of the material. For example, screws are placed in a tensile tester to see if they
have the strength that they were designed for. This test is destructive since the screw will be
pulled until it fails to inform them whether it was correctly formed. While destructive tests can
give vital information, they cannot be used in the field to assess materials that need to remain in
service. Therefore, nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods have been developed.1 Though not
all NDE is viable for field use, it does allow for tested materials to still be used in service. The
following table (Table 1.1) compares some of the available NDE methods as well as their
limitations. 2-4 The various limitations of each method drive the development of new methods
that could contribute more information or are more accessible. In this study we have proposed
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the use of a spectroscopic method that could nondestructively detect the state of materials due to
various degrees and forms of stress.
Table 1.1: Summary of NDE methods and their limitations.4
Method

How it works
X-rays, or other high energy
radiation is used to image parts
much like medical x-ray methods.

•

Magnetic flux is generated in the
tested item, which causes iron
filings or other small magnetic
materials to gather at surface
defects

•

A part is coated in a penetrant dye
that is drawn into cracks by
capillary action. Excess dye is
removed, and penetrant dye is then
drawn back out of cracks with
chalk. The part is then visually
inspected.

•

Much like medical ultrasound and
military sonar, ultrasonic NDT
methods detect sound waves that
reflect off of defects in a part.

•
•
•

Radiography

Magnetic Particle
Inspection

Dye Penetrant
Testing

Ultrasonic Testing

Limitations

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Does not detect surface
defects well.
Can be a health hazard.
Requires expensive
equipment and facilities,
and skilled technicians.

Only detects surface
defects.
Restricted to ferromagnetic
materials.
Can miss defects.

Only detects surface
defects.
Surface must be clean and
dry.
Cannot detect through
coatings or oxidation.

Requires skilled technician.
Requires surface contact.
Surface must be clean and
smooth.
Doesn’t work with very
thin materials.
2

Eddy Current
Testing

An electric current is induced in a
metal part and the resulting
magnetic field is detected. Defects
change the flow of the induced
current and are identified by
changes in the detected magnetic
field.

•
•
•

Sensitive to many
parameters.
Only detects defects at or
near the surface.
Requires skilled technician.

1.2: Spectroscopy
Spectroscopic methods of testing can convey information without damage and can
characterize a wide range of materials. Spectroscopic techniques could also be made portable,
detect damage sooner, and overall remedy many of the limitations of many current NDE
techniques described above. We specifically use second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum
frequency generation (SFG) to analyze material states.
SHG is well suited to the investigation of the surface of materials, particularly metals. At
sufficiently high intensities, input light generates a new polarization that oscillates at twice the
incident optical frequency, as shown in Equation 1
𝑃𝑃(2) (2𝜔𝜔) = Χ (2) 𝐸𝐸(𝜔𝜔)𝐸𝐸(𝜔𝜔)

(1)

Here, P(2) is the nonlinear polarization established in the material, ω is the incident
optical frequency, E represents the amplitude of the incident electric field, and χ(2) is the secondorder nonlinear susceptibility of the material.5 In the SHG process, the strength of the nonlinear
polarization, and hence the amplitude of the second harmonic light, depends upon the atomic
structure of the illuminated region. For a metal the signal is produced in a surface region no
thicker than the optical penetration depth, a few 10’s of nm.6 Because this process is coherent,
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the SHG beam leaves the material surface in a well-defined direction, allowing for ready
collection of the signal. The magnitude of the SHG response is very dependent on the properties
of the surface under investigation, and therefore corresponds to the mechanical history of the
sample.7-8
Regarding SFG, the process is very similar. Rather than two photons of the same
frequency, ω, there are two input frequencies of IR and visible light that result in a “sum” of the
two frequencies as the output. This SFG signal is only produced if the overlap in space and time
is optimized for the IR and visible beams. This chosen combination of frequencies allows for a
spectral response that can give us molecular information of materials. This technique, while not
as applicable as an NDE, due to its bulkiness and cost, can produce vital information for the
formation of polymers and the effects of additive interactions within a material.
In this work, we show the benefits and possible real-world application that SHG could
add to the nondestructive characterization of materials that have been subjected to various
stresses. We also address the vital role SFG could play in the understanding of the molecular
changes brought on by a variety of mechanical, chemical and thermal stresses.
1.3: Crystallinity
The majority of this work deals with metals such as aluminum, titanium, and steel with
some work on polymers as well. The metallic materials fall under the category of polycrystalline
materials. Polycrystalline materials are composed of many small crystals, grains, that vary in
their orientation to each other and are separated by grain boundaries. The individual crystal
structure of each grain can inherently have its own defects, or dislocations.9 This effect is shown
in Figure 1.1.

4

Figure 1.1: Representation of dislocations and grain boundaries that separate grains of different
orientations. 10

When metals are stressed, these dislocations can move until they run into grain
boundaries or the surface of the structure. This can lead to a concentration of dislocations that we
believe can enhance or interrupt the response from SHG. This is discussed further in Chapter 3.
For the polymers we study in this work there is a different type of crystal structure. This
is due to the degree of crosslinking of polymer chains that occur during the cooling process of
formation. The degree of crosslinking can greatly change the mechanical behavior of samples as
well as the spectroscopic response when a preferred orientation is present. Overall, we look at
the differences this, and other molecular changes, can make in our SFG response as various
stresses are sustained.
1.4: Chapter Overviews
Surface spectroscopy is a nondestructive tool that could greatly increase our
understanding of material response to various stresses. A deeper understanding can also be
obtained to any change this may cause to their properties.
5

Chapter 2 includes a detailed record of our in-lab procedures, experimental set ups, and
common problems with potential solutions.
Chapter 3 covers the use of SHG as an NDE for metals that have been subjected to
mechanical stress. Both aluminum and titanium are characterized for their degree of deformation
after tensile and impact testing. The experimental results show strong potential for SHG as a
successful tool for characterizing the state of materials over time and under relative stress. It also
discusses a short study on structural steel and the potential to detect fatigue from load cycling.
Lastly, several projects are mentioned that would require further work for sufficient results and
understanding.
Chapter 4 describes the use of SHG for the detection of chemical/thermal stress on
materials. A published paper on the aging of polymer cables is included that shows the promise
of SHG as a method by which significant aging could be determined. Also, a summary of the
results for naval grade aluminum shows great preliminary results with subsequent studies
yielding mixed results.
Chapter 5 summarizes the experimental study conducted for the Navy on polymer binders
for plastic bonded explosives. The polymer, hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB), is
studied using SFG to determine changes due to mechanical, thermal, and chemical stresses.
Overall, these chapters explore the various applications of surface spectroscopy in the
characterization of stressed materials.

1.5: References
1. Online document: Sullivan, F. A., The Nondestructive Testing (NDT) Industry Survey
Understanding NDT Market Dynamics and Evolving End- User Preferences. Frost and
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Chapter 2 : SHG and VSFG Instrument Operation
2.l: Introduction
The second harmonic generation (SHG) instrument used in the bulk of this work was
built previously by Dr. Shawn C. Averett. Though some of his design has stayed, as can be read
in his doctoral dissertation Chapter 4, the majority of what is in use was aligned and optimized
by myself several times.1 A small portion of this work was also done using vibrational sum
frequency generation (VSFG). This instrument was built before I joined the lab and has not been
adapted since. A more detailed description of its components can be found in both doctoral
dissertations of Dr. Shawn C. Averett, and Alex Dean Curtis.1-2 The main purpose of this chapter
is to act as an operator’s manual with standard operating procedures (SOP) and to give advice for
optimization and common errors for both systems.
2.2: Instrument Overview and Standard Operation for SHG
2.2.1: Overview
Our light source for generating a second-harmonic response is a pulsed 532 nm frequency
doubled Nd:YAG laser (Minilite II, Continuum). The laser operated at a 10 Hz rep rate with a
pulse width of 3-5 ns. The laser power at the sample varied per each material and surface
finishing. The polarization of the input light was set by a half waveplate to be p polarized to
produce the greatest amount of the 266 nm (UV) SHG response. Residual 532 nm (green) light
that reached the detector was undesirable as it overpowers and masks the SHG signal. This was
addressed with two dichroic beam splitters that reflect the SHG signal and transmit the 532 nm
light, as well as four optical filters in place before the photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Solar-blind,
R7154, Hamamatsu) detector. The laser was focused to a spot size of approximately 2.5 mm at
the sample. A basic diagram of the SHG setup is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. SHG experimental setup. The glass slide is inserted into the beam path for
background measurements.

2.2.2: Minilite II Standard Startup Operation
1. Turn on the laser warning light switch.
2. Open the exit shutter on the front of the laser head.
3. Turn the AC power switch on.
4. Turn the key switch ON to start the cooling fan and water pump.
5. When the LASER ON LED stops blinking push the START button to start the flashlamp.
6. Allow the Minilite to warm up for 1 hour.
7. Turn the amplifier on.
8. Turn the PMT power supply on.
9. Set voltage for PMT.
10. Turn on the oscilloscope.
11. Turn on the photodiode.
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2.2.3: Minilite II Standard Shutdown Operation
1. Press the STOP button on the Minilite.
2. Close the exit shutter.
3. Turn the key switch to the OFF position.
4. Turn the AC power switch off.
5. Turn off the photodiode.
6. Turn off the amplifier.
7. Turn off the PMT power supply.
8. Turn off the oscilloscope.
9. Turn off the laser warning light switch.
2.2.4: SHG Data Collection and Sample Prep
Each material has varying operation procedures due to variability in the size of samples
and signal response. Unless otherwise necessary our work was aimed for real world applicability.
This means that we typically had very minor sample preparation procedures. For most of our
studies the samples are simply cleaned with a methanol dropper and cotton balls for the removal
of grease from handling and manufacturing. After sample preparation, the data collection varies
only slightly. Samples are either monitored in as is conditions or before and after applied stress.
This stress is applied via a one arm strength tester (Instron) in which samples are secured and set
extensions and strain rates can be programmed and applied. Depending on the material we also
have some variance in the number of laser shots as can be seen below. Overall, we found what
worked best for each material and the goal of the project analysis.
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2.2.4.1: Aluminum 2024 Data Collection
2024 Sample Preparation:
1. Remove tape and label the samples.
2. Wash samples with soap and water.
3. Rinse with distilled water.
4. Rinse with methanol.
5. Using tweezers, place samples in a toluene bath.
6. Carefully cover the beaker and leave for at least 8 hours.
7. Remove samples with tweezers and rinse with methanol.
8. Dry samples with N2.
9. Place in a petri dish.
Operation of the Instron:
1. Turn on the switch on the back right of the Instron and allow for 5 minutes of warm up
time.
2. Open Blue hill program and select the desired test method.
3. Enter the desired file name for the test/sample and select next.
4. Edit the method if needed. (extension or rate)
Taking SHG Data:
1. Measure the laser power and record in the lab notebook.
2. Position sample on glass slide and insert into sample mount with the sample towards the
laser interface and the glass behind for support.
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3. Position the sample to measure SHG slightly above the waist of the sample.
4. Select the folder on the Oscilloscope to save the signal + green traces and set to fill
function.
5. Remove beam block and collect desired number of traces.
6. Replace beam block and put glass slide down, in front of the PMT.
7. Change folders to save the green traces on the fill function.
8. Remove beam block and collect desired number of traces.
9. Replace beam block.
10. Position the sample to a new spot.
11. Repeat steps 4-10 for desired number of spots.
Applying Mechanical Stress:
1. Remove sample from the glass slide and secure the sample in the top clamp.
2. Be sure that it is centered and level. Bring the sample down to desired clamp distance.
3. Measure clamp distance and record in the lab notebook.
4. Tighten both clamps with the torque wrench to secure sample.
5. Press start on Bluehill program and wait until the tensile test is complete.
5. Copy the generated table on Bluehill and transfer it to the excel sheet.
Taking SHG Data:
1. Position sample on glass slide and insert into sample mount.
2. Position the sample to measure SHG slightly on the waist/center of the sample.
3. Select the folder on the Oscilloscope to save the signal + green traces and set to fill
function.
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4. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
5. Replace beam block and put glass slide down, in front of the PMT.
6. Change folders to save the green traces on the fill function.
7. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
8. Replace beam block.
9. Position the sample to a new spot.
10. Repeat steps 3-9 for desired number of spots.
REPEAT the above procedure for the desired number of samples and extensions.
2.2.4.2: Aluminum 5083 Data Collection
5083 Sample Preparation:
1. Wash with soap and water.
2. Rinse with distilled water.
3. Rinse with methanol.
4. Dry with N2.
Oven Sensitization Procedure:
1. Adjust the temperature dial on the oven to the marked 175 °C position.
2. Turn the oven on.
3. Wait for the oven to reach 175 °C.
4. Place the desired number of clean samples on a watch glass or in beakers.
5. Using tongs, or heat resistant gloves, place samples into the oven and secure the door.
6. Leave in the oven for desired amount of time.
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7. Once desired heating time is reached, use tongs and remove the samples.
8. Allow samples to cool on the counter.
9. Turn the oven off.
10. Record the length of heating in the lab notebook.
Taking SHG Data:
1. Measure the laser power and record in the lab notebook.
2. Position sample in the sample mount.
3. Select the folder on the Oscilloscope to save the signal + green traces and set to fill
function.
4. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
5. Replace beam block and put glass slide down, in front of the PMT.
6. Change folders to save the green traces on the fill function.
7. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
8. Replace beam block.
9. Position the sample to a new spot.
10. Repeat steps 3-9 for desired number of spots.
11. Repeat this process post sensitization as well.
2.2.4.3: Steel Data Collection
Steel Sample Preparation:
1. Determine which side is labeled tension.
2. Use cotton ball and methanol dropper to clean the centerline of the sample.
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Taking SHG Data:
1. Measure the laser power and record in the lab notebook.
2. Place sample in the base sample mount and secure with the sample positioned squarely.
3. Slide the sample into position and secure the sample mount behind the area to be
scanned.
4. Select the folder on the Oscilloscope to save the signal + green traces and set to fill
function.
5. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
6. Replace beam block and put glass slide down, in front of the PMT.
7. Change folders to save the green traces on the fill function.
8. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
9. Replace beam block.
10. Position the sample to a new spot (approx. 10 mm apart).
11. Repeat steps 4-10 until the entire sample has been scanned (approx. 25 spots).
REPEAT the above procedure for the desired number of samples.
2.2.4.4: Titanium Data Collection
Taking SHG Data:
1. Measure the laser power and record in the lab notebook.
2. Place sample in the mount as to scan right next to the crack.
3. Select the folder on the Oscilloscope to save the signal + green traces and set to fill
function.
4. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
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5. Replace beam block and put glass slide down, in front of the PMT.
6. Change folders to save the green traces on the fill function.
7. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
8. Replace beam block.
9. Position the sample to a new spot (along the crack or moving away for gradient).
10. Repeat steps 3-9 for the desired number of spots.
REPEAT the above procedure for the desired number of samples.
2.2.4.5: Cable Data Collection
Taking SHG Data:
1. Measure the laser power and record in the lab notebook.
2. Place sample into the mount and secure. (Be sure to avoid writing on cable)
3. Select the folder on the Oscilloscope to save the signal + green traces and set to fill
function.
4. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
5. Replace beam block and put glass slide down, in front of the PMT.
6. Change folders to save the green traces on the fill function.
7. Remove beam block and collect the desired number of traces.
8. Replace beam block.
9. Reposition the sample by sliding it up/down in the mount to a new spot.
10. Repeat steps 3-9 for the desired number of spots.
REPEAT the above procedure for the desired amount of samples.
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2.3: Potential Problems for SHG
2.3.1: Polarization Wave plate
The polarization of the input light can have a significant impact in the amount of SHG
signal that is generated.3 When starting work on a new material it is always good to optimize the
polarization with the half wave plate in the set up. As shown in Figure 2.2 of our collected data
there is a sine wave type response with respect to rotation of the waveplate. When the waveplate
is rotated, different amounts of s or p total polarized light is allowed to reach the sample. Over
the time period of testing slight laser power drift can be seen in the increase in signal output as
the angle increases. This was also seen in work done on titanium by Arnolds et al.4 and Figure
2.3 represents what they found. Optimizing can be done by simply collecting a few shots at every
5-10-degree increment and then narrowing down which region generates the most signal. This
will then allow you to have the optimal polarization for that materials SHG response.

Figure 2.2. This represents the peak height of SHG response at varying wave plate settings in
order to track polarization changes for aluminum. There is slight laser power drift seen as the
signal slightly increases as angle increases.
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Figure 2.3. Polarization scans with an initial p + s polarization state in four different spots on the
surface. Data are offset for clarity.4
2.3.2: Excitation Beam Instability
Operating the Minilite requires the wearing of laser glasses due to the intensity of the
light. Since the laser glasses block out the light and our UV is not visible we can’t see the light
that we are working with. This can lead to missing problems that are happening in the excitation
beam if you aren’t looking carefully. Sometimes you can find that the laser is being unstable
from measuring the power with the sensor or monitoring the response on the oscilloscope. When
measuring the power with the sensor there should only be about a 1mW difference in fluctuation
at most. Instability can be seen on the oscilloscope as inconsistent triggering. This is where you
can monitor the beam and laser stability. If the light isn’t consistently the same intensity the
flashlamp could be going out and needs replacing. Or the laser may be unstable in the output
power. This can be adjusted by the attenuator on the laser head or by using the POT on the back
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of the power supply tower. If problems persist and the normalization doesn’t account for the
instability you can call the service department at Continuum.
2.3.3: Sample Response Reflection Divergence
Grain striations from the rolling process of sample manufacturing causes the light to
reflect off the sample in a line shape. This can cause a lot of divergence in the direction of the
reflected light from the sample. The orientation of the striations affects the direction of the
divergence. We have been sure to cut samples in the same direction, parallel to the rolling
direction, for continuity of sample reflection.
Lastly, we also put in some light baffling near the photomultiplier tube to reduce the
scattering green light from entering the detector (Figure 2.4). This baffling is attached near the
dichroic mirrors to block the transmitted green light. We use business cards that are wrapped in
black electrical tape for this. In doing this a significant decrease in the measured green signal
(when glass slide is in beam path) is seen. More baffling can be added to the line if needed but
with the current set up, we have had a very limited amount of green light reaching the detector.

Figure 2.4. The red portions of the SHG schematic represent the light baffling added to reduce
green light that reaches the detector.
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2.3.4: Dichroic Mirror Alignment
While all optics should be aligned squarely with the table there is a level of difficulty that
comes with aligning dichroic mirrors for this SHG set up. While most of the optics before the
sample can be aligned on low power mode, after the sample mount must be aligned differently.
After the sample there is both reflected excitation light (532 nm) and generated SHG signal (266
nm). The SHG signal is not visible light so the alignment of the optics is a bit trickier. The
dichroic mirrors are also very angle dependent. They must be positioned carefully so that they
will reflect the 266 nm light instead of transmitting it. Approximately aligning off the excitation
light is one way to align the dichroic mirrors but will require some tweaking with the detector
optimization which isn’t as accurate and could be more time consuming.
We have implemented a procedure to align the dichroic mirrors accurately with the use of
a BBO crystal, a fiber optic, and an Ocean Optics spectrometer. Using a BBO crystal allows for a
large amount of SHG signal to be generated. This amount can then be picked up by the fiber
optic to allow for proper alignment. After the BBO is in place and generating signal, which can
be checked by placing the fiber optic right after the crystal, the sample mount can be put in place.
A stainless-steel sample should be secured in the mount and the fiber optic placed just past to
check alignment. Then you can proceed to the addition of one dichroic mirror to the line. Once
the mirror is roughly placed at a 45-degree angle to the excitation light the fiber optic can be
used to determine that the angle is correct and reflecting SHG signal. Once the signal is found,
after any fine adjustments of the mirror, the next dichroic mirror is put in place parallel as shown
in Figure 2.1 in Section 2.2.1. Then the fiber optic can be used again to ensure the angle of the
second mirror is aligned for proper reflection of the SHG signal. Once those optics are aligned
you can remove the BBO and move on to the placement of the detector.
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2.3.5: Photomultiplier Tube Alignment
When optimizing the position of the PMT you will have several factors to consider.
Ensure that the PMT is not directly in the beam line from the sample. That alignment would
allow for a large amount of residual incident light to be detected. Therefore, by positioning the
dichroic mirrors, and any other required optics after the sample, slightly off to the right you can
avoid large amounts of unwanted light interference. Ensure that you have the correct height of
the PMT by centering the reflected signal, 3 spots of reflected light, on the lens mounted at the
front of the PMT. Then you can continue to optimize by slightly adjusting the angle at which the
PMT will be secured while watching the amount of signal shown on the oscilloscope. Once the
signal is at its highest on the oscilloscope you can then completely secure the PMT.
If there is little to no signal being picked up and you are sure that the dichroic mirrors are
properly aligned there are two things you can check. First, you can ensure that the PMT face is
correctly positioned in the housing. There have been times when the PMT has been rotated
slightly when secured in the housing causing there to be less signal detected. Second, you can see
if the PMT needs to be replaced by removing it from its housing and inspecting it. There should
be a second PMT in the laser bay that could be put in place to check if this is the problem.
2.4 Instrument Overview and Standard Operation for SFG
2.4.1: Overview
The vibrationally resonant sum-frequency generation (VR-SFG) spectroscopy system is
based on an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Quantronix, Integra C) that produces 2.7 mJ per
pulse at 1 kHz. Pulse duration is ~130 fs. The beam is split, with the majority pumping a broad
band IR optical parametric amplifier (Light Conversion, TOPAS-C) to produce ~16 µJ of IR
light with a bandwidth of ~150 cm-1 centered in the C-H stretch region around 3000 cm-1. A
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germanium filter removes any remaining visible light from the OPA. The remaining output from
the laser passes through two Fabry-Perot étalons to provide the spectrally narrow (~2.5 cm-1)
visible pulse at 790 nm. The visible beam after both étalons was defocused sufficiently to
prevent damage to the sample.

Figure 2.5. Diagram and annotated picture of the VSFG experimental setup. Key optical
elements are highlighted in yellow and blue arrows point to key adjustment points. The optical
elements are:
1)beam splitter, 2) OPA, 3) etalons, 4) neutral density filter, 5) half waveplate, 6) computercontrolled stage, 7) Lenses to focus the visible and IR beams onto the sample, 8) collimator, and
9) half wave plate. Details of all the parts are described in Dr. Shawn C. Averett’s doctoral
dissertation.1

Polarization control of both the IR and visible beams is accomplished with periscopes. In
all experiments, the IR beam was p-polarized, and the visible beam was s-polarized. This input
combination only produces s-polarized SFG, which was rotated 90° by a half waveplate for
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optimal detection by the spectrometer (Andor Shamrock) and CCD (Andor iDus). A short-pass
optical filter was placed before the spectrometer to remove any noise from 790 nm light. The
overall setup is shown in Figure 2.5.
2.4.2: Signal Optimization
To establish and optimize the SFG signal you will have to ensure that all three parts of
your setup are optimized. Ideally you will not have to do this every day. You should only need to
go through checking the entire system if something has been added or replaced in the set up or
you aren’t seeing an acceptable amount of power or signal. On the front end of the SFG set up,
before the sample mount, you can adjust for both the visible and IR alignment. The first step

Figure 2.6. This shows the appropriate pulse train that should be visible when warming up and
collecting SFG data.

should be ensuring the pulse train on the oscilloscope looks good like shown in Figure 2.6. This
should then lead to an optimal power level from the Integra and the TOPAS. If the TOPAS
power seems low, you can adjust the mirror going into the TOPAS shown at point a in Figure
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2.5. After this has been done your laser power levels may be optimized but your signal power
could still be poor.
If you find that your signal off gold is very low you can optimize several things
including: tuning the overlap of the IR and visible beam, optimizing the alignment inside of the
TOPAS, aligning the etalons, ensuring the collection line is aligned properly. In order to tune the
IR overlap you adjust the horizontal position of the last IR mirror labeled point b in Figure 2.4.
Setting the Andor to continuous scanning will allow you to see what your changes are doing to
the signal. After tweaking this, if the signal has not returned to an acceptable level, you can move
on to other methods of adjustments. Opening the TOPAS allows for correct alignment of the IR
beam. Dr. Patterson should do the adjustments inside of the TOPAS unless you have been
trained properly. These adjustments should increase the laser power of the TOPAS and hopefully
in turn increase your signal power.
If there is still not sufficient signal response from gold you can adjust at the visible line or
the collection line. Adjustments of the visible line are not to be made without Dr. Patterson or
someone trained. This should only need to be done if a new oscillator or optic has been
introduced into the set up. Adjusting the etalons will allow for the visible beam to be optimized
and hopefully increase your signal power. If at this point, there still is not enough signal for your
scans you can check the collection line (shown in yellow arrows in Figure 2.5) of the set up. This
includes changing the slit width of the Andor to see if the signal is being clipped at the entrance
to the detector. More detailed instructions can be found in Dr. Shawn C. Averett’s doctoral
dissertation.1
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2.4.3: Standard Operations
2.4.3.1: Startup SOP for Integra-C Laser
1. Turn on the laser warning light and oscilloscope.
2. Make sure that the external beam is blocked in the laser bay.
3. Open the laser enclosure and turn on the oscillator. Wait approximately 5 minutes for the
oscillator to fully warm up.
4. Turn the key to the right until the system starts up, then when prompted press ‘select.’
5. Recall the regen setup on the oscilloscope and make sure the cables are attached correctly
(green on input 1, black on input 2).
6. Wait for the system to complete its startup routine, typically around 5 min.
7. Once the startup routine is completed, switch the Integra to external PRF
 Press Menu and choose Settings. Press Select.
 Choose Set Mode, and press Select.
 Press Select again to leave the laser in PRF mode. (NEVER CHOOSE CW)
 Choose Ext, and press Select. Press Select again to confirm settings.
8. Open the laser shutter and verify that the pump laser is operating properly.
9. Gradually increase the operating current to the last set point and watch for the regen pulse
train on the scope. The optimal current may be slightly different from the last time the
Integra was run.
10. Turn on the TEC.
11. After the system has warmed up for 15-30 mins, adjust the current again to optimize the
pulse train on the oscilloscope.
12. After 30 min, optimize the current for IR power as measured after the TOPAS.
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13. Measure the IR power, Integra power, current level, and voltage, and record them in the
logbook with today’s date.
2.4.3.2: Shut Down SOP for Integra-C Laser
1. Block the beam external to the laser.
2. Close the shutter.
3. Turn off the TEC cooler.
4. Turn off the main key switch.
5. Wait approximately 5 min, until the shutdown routine is complete, then turn off the
oscillator.
6. Turn off the laser warning light.
2.4.4: SFG Data Collection and Sample Preparation
2.4.4.1: Navy Polymers Data Collection
Sample Preparation:
1. Preheat the oven to 60 °C
2. Measure out HTPB (8-parts HTPB to 1-part IPDI) and place in the oven for approx. 30
min or until it reaches 60 °C
3. Remove HTPB from oven and mix in IPDI and 1% weight of antioxidant for approx. 10
minutes.
4. Place mixed solution back into the oven and place under vacuum for 30 minutes to
remove air from mixing.
5. In the meantime, spray the Teflon molds with mold release.
6. Add catalyst (typically 2 drops) to the solution and mix thoroughly.
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7. Carefully add into Teflon molds with a syringe being careful to ensure edges are filled to
avoid bubbles.
8. Place molds into the oven under vacuum for 10 minutes.
9. Remove molds and scrap the top of the mold to ensure a flat and bubble free surface.
10. Place back into the oven for up to 1 week of curing at 60 °C.
11. Remove samples, allow to cool, and then remove from molds.
SFG Data Collection:
1. Place (micro)glass slide on the center of the sample face you plan to scan.
2. Carefully center in the sample mount with tweezers. (Don’t break the glass slide)
3. Turn off the lights and close the curtains.
4. Ensure the TOPAS shutter is closed and take a background for set number of acquisitions
and time.
5. After the background is finished open the shutter on the TOPAS and collect signal.
6. Save signal + background spectra in the network drive.
7. Repeat for the desired number of spots/samples.
Operation of the Instron:
1. Turn on the switch on the back right of the Instron and allow for 5 minutes of warm up
time.
2. Open Bluehill program and select the desired test method.
3. Enter the desired file name for the test/sample and select next.
4. Edit the method if needed. (extension or rate)
a. Current rate: 0.01 mm/min
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Applying Mechanical Stress:
1. Remove sample from the glass slide and secure the sample in the top clamp.
2. Be sure that it is centered and level. Bring the sample down to desired clamp distance.
3. Tighten both clamps with the torque wrench to secure sample.
4. Press start on Bluehill program and wait until the tensile test is complete.
5. Copy the generated table on Bluehill and transfer it to the excel sheet.
Aging Procedure:
1. Select desired number of samples (approximately 3) that will be aged to the same stage.
2. Place samples into a clean beaker and label with sharpie the desired aging stage. (i.e. 2
weeks)
3. Place samples into the oven heated to 60 °C.
4. Record in journal the time and day aging began.
5. Remove samples at designated time and allow to cool before moving to an appropriately
labeled petri dish.
2.5 Potential Problems for SFG
2.5.1: Oscillator Stability
We have had several times in which the oscillator will not turn on even after multiple
attempts. It has been sent in almost once a year for repairs. In order to avoid further repairs we
have decided to leave the oscillator on if we know someone will be using it the following day.
This ensures it should remain stable and we don’t have the potential of it not starting up. If ever
it needs to be started up again you will need to ensure it has about 5 minutes of warm up time
before starting the entire system to know that the oscillator is stable. There is potential that the
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oscillator will stop mode locking properly. If this happens the rest of the system will be unstable.
Turning the oscillator off and then back on may help correct this. Other troubleshooting could be
done but ultimately when we had this problem, we had to send the system in for repair or
replacement. The most recent replacement was purchased and received May of 2020. Since the
most recent replacement the oscillator has had no problem starting and has stayed consistent.
2.5.2: Integra and Topas Power
The Integra power must be optimized so that the power of the TOPAS in turn is optimal.
The Integra power can be optimized on a day-to-day basis by simply tuning the amplification
setting on the power supply during warm up. There is a possibility of having the amplification
too high causing the Integra power to be weaker. Referencing the previous settings for the day
before gives a great starting point that can be monitored and adjusted after about 30 minutes of
warm up time. Once your Integra power has been optimized you can switch the energy sensor
settings and start to optimize the TOPAS power. If you would like to optimize the TOPAS more,
you can adjust as described above in Section 2.4.2, until the power reaches its max on the power
meter. You will want to monitor the power if you are running the laser for long periods of time.
It is common that the power drifts throughout the day and we monitor this and accommodate for
this by scanning gold at the start and end of the day to monitor drift in the signal strength. We
have even implemented scanning gold approximately every hour to monitor any drift in power or
signal strength. While laser power is important, be sure to monitor your signal power and make
any necessary adjustments.
2.5.3: Sample Mount Position
The sample mount allows for 360 rotation about the x and y directions with the z axis
including the plane of incidence with the laser. Most samples are dependent on this angle in how
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they will respond. Be sure to be consistent in the positioning of your samples if this is something
that could cause error in your data. If it is of importance, make sure to record your angle for
reproducibility. Typically, we stay with 0° for our data collection but if there is a pull direction
or orientation being induced on the sample 90° is another angle of interest.
2.6: Alternate SHG Instrument Designs for Varying Projects
2.6.1: New Sample Mounts
There are sample mounts that can be used for varying projects and sample shapes. We
have adaptations that connect to 360 rotation base stage and vertical and horizontal stages. When
using the vertical stage, you must be sure that the sample mount is square and level so that the
angle of the sample doesn’t change with different positions of the stage. There are also mounts
designed for large samples, approximately 2 feet, that have add-on mounts for small/medium
samples. The drafted specs for these various designs are located in Appendix A.1.
2.6.2: New Optics
We put in place several optics over the course of my doctoral program to enhance the
amount of signal and to adjust for laser fluctuations. We inserted and since removed a polarizing
cube/waveplate combo that allowed for some further external control of the laser power. This
could be added back into the setup if laser power becomes too high or polarization needs to be
changed. We also put into place 2 beam splitters to reduce the power of the input laser to avoid
significant burning of our samples. Besides adding optics, we also changed the configuration
slightly.
For the purposes of managing the error caused by increasing laser fluctuations we
reconfigured the position of the photodiode used for triggering. Originally the photodiode was
positioned behind the first dichroic mirror where the majority of the 532nm was filtered out. In
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order to use the photodiode response for more than just triggering it was moved towards the laser
head. After the first two mirrors a glass slide was put in place to reflect approx. 4% of the laser
over to the photodiode. This small amount of light still saturated the photodiode, so we put
several layers of lens tissue in front to filter the light. Once this was done, a program was
designed, outside of data collection, to use the fluctuations in the photodiode response,
simultaneously collected alongside the signal, to scale the signal with the laser fluctuations.
The laser power output drastically increased with no obvious cause or set way to get back
to our expected output. To accommodate this, we have put in place 2 beam splitters that allow
for the laser to still operate at the higher power, but we can significantly decrease the amount of
energy that reaches our sample. These are both at the front end of the laser line reducing the
output power before it reaches the rest of the optics in the laser line.
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Chapter 3 : Investigation into SHG as an NDE for Mechanical Deformation
3.l: Introduction
Mechanical deformation is a routine part of many industries. Regular inspections are
performed to identify any cracks or microfractures that can lead to failure before they are at
critical size. While there are many accepted testing methods, both destructive and
nondestructive, they all share one limitation. Current testing methods cannot detect damage that
has occurred without the formation of cracks and microfractures. There are several types of
damage such as aluminum sensitization and plastic deformation that aren’t detectable with
current nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods. The ability to characterize early deformation
due to mechanical stress is therefore of great interest.
We have found that second harmonic generation (SHG) is sensitive to plastic deformation
in both aerospace grade aluminum and titanium. We also did a short study with regards to fatigue
detection in structural steel. This chapter goes over our results for these materials under
mechanical stress. Future project directions are also mentioned in the event that they can be
explored by future lab members.
3.2: Characterization of mechanical deformation in aluminum by optical second harmonic
generation
Adapted from Kaylee N Rellaford et al 2021 Meas. Sci. Technol. 32 075202
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Abstract
Second harmonic generation (SHG), a laser-based surface technique, was used to
characterize near-surface defect evolution associated with mechanical deformation in 2024-T3
aluminum due to tensile loads. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements were also
performed to determine the geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density before and after
tensile deformation. Comparison of the EBSD and SHG results found that dislocation density
and SHG signal are inversely proportional; tensile deformation in the plastic regime led to an
increase in dislocation density and a decrease in SHG response. A similar trend was seen in the
SHG results on as-received (unpolished) Al samples; SHG response decreases with extent of
plastic deformation. This study suggests that SHG has potential as a nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) technique.
3.2.1: Introduction
Our modern life is made possible because of a wide variety of materials that serve a
variety of purposes, from providing structural support to comfort. These materials experience
various types of stress, including mechanical, thermal, and chemical stress, from numerous
sources. These stresses can modify the properties of a material over time, perhaps to the point
where the material is no longer useful for its intended purpose. The characterization of the effects
of stress on materials, and the determination of the remaining usable life of a material, is
therefore of great interest. Many testing methods, both destructive and nondestructive, have been
developed to assess the condition or state of many materials. While a great deal of information
can be obtained from destructive tests, such approaches weaken or destroy the specimen and
therefore can’t be used on components that are still in use. This limitation has driven the growth
of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods, which are used to identify potential weaknesses in
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mechanical structures, such as planes, ships, and buildings, before those components actually
fail. Ideally, these NDE methods will provide not only an assessment of the effects of stress that
a given material has experienced, but also give an estimate of its remaining usable life.
Stress-induced damage occurs over various length and time scales. A typical progression
starts with atomic scale defects, such as dislocations, that coalesce and eventually form
microfractures. These microfractures ultimately grow and become cracks that compromise
structural integrity.1-2 Most NDE techniques currently in use on large metallic or composite
structures depend upon the detection of microfractures or cracks at an early stage of growth in
order to infer remaining life expectancy. 3-8 Failure often initiates at or near the surface, but many
techniques may lack the resolution to detect the earliest dislocation-related signs of damage.
Ultrasound methods can penetrate several mm, with resolution of 100’s of µm. X-ray methods
have similar penetration depths, but significantly better resolution. A disadvantage, however, is
that X-ray methods are often not usable in-field. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) has
sufficient resolution (10’s of nm) to detect damage at surfaces, but it also is not field deployable
because it relies on a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Because of these limitations, the
earliest effects of stress on a material may not be detectable by many existing NDE techniques.
Some of these issues can be mitigated by combining multiple techniques, but the capabilities and
limitations of each method need to be well understood.9-10 Ideally, an NDE method would utilize
fast and simple instrumentation, be portable to allow for use in the field, and produce data that
requires minimal interpretation by the operator.
The ability to non-destructively quantify the formation of precursors to crack formation
would provide a powerful tool for maintenance engineers. This could be done via optical
techniques, since they are inherently non-invasive and are capable of characterizing various
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material states.11-17 Optical techniques could also be made portable, detect damage sooner, and
overall remedy many of the limitations of many current NDE techniques. The purpose of this
study is to demonstrate the ability of nonlinear optics to non-destructively quantify the evolution
of near-surface defects caused by single-extension tensile deformation. Specifically, we have
used second harmonic generation (SHG) to estimate dislocation content relating to plastic
deformation in 2024-T3 grade aluminum alloy, a common aerospace grade material.18 We have
correlated changes in SHG signal with defect density in the material, in the form of
geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs), that form during the deformation in metals.19
Several recent studies have demonstrated strong correlations between defect levels in plastically
deformed metals, as quantified by EBSD-measured GNDs (and / or related metrics such as
kernel-average-misorientation, or KAM ), and levels of plastic strain. For example, a recent
round robin study of stainless steel was able to determine strain levels with an accuracy of 0.5%
for plastic strains of less than 2% (which is the relevant order of strain range for this study) using
KAM-type EBSD metrics.20 Another recent study correlated damage relating to low-cycle
fatigue with KAM-type metrics21 Some authors of the current manuscript have also studied GND
indicators of damage, relating to deformation across a range of strain levels22-24
SHG is well suited to the investigation of the surface of materials, particularly metals. At
sufficiently high intensities, input light generates a new polarization that oscillates at twice the
incident optical frequency, as shown in Equation 1
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𝑃𝑃(2) (2𝜔𝜔) = Χ (2) 𝐸𝐸(𝜔𝜔)𝐸𝐸(𝜔𝜔)

(1)

Here, P(2) is the nonlinear polarization established in the material, ω is the incident
optical frequency, E represents the amplitude of the incident electric field, and χ(2) is the secondorder nonlinear susceptibility of the material.25 In the SHG process, the strength of the nonlinear
polarization, and hence the amplitude of the second harmonic light, depends upon the atomic
structure of the illuminated region. For a metal, such as we are studying here, the signal is
produced in a surface region no thicker than the optical penetration depth, a few 10’s of nm.26
Because this process is coherent, the SHG beam leaves the material surface in a well-defined
direction, allowing for ready collection of the signal.
The magnitude of the SHG response is very dependent on the properties of the surface
under investigation, and therefore corresponds to the mechanical history of the sample.27-29 For
single-crystal samples, rotation of the crystal relative to the polarization of the probe beam will
change the signal amplitude.30-31 For polycrystalline samples, the relatively large laser spot
probes multiple grains, and the measured response is thus a spatial average across many grains.
A significant source of the second harmonic response from a metal surface is generally thought
to be due to easily polarizable electrons in the metal. When a metal is mechanically deformed,
dislocations can accumulate near the surface – particularly when an oxide layer is present.32
Therefore, surface disruptions within the probed grains that result from the increased dislocation
density would affect the response of these nearly-free electrons to optical excitation. There is
literature precedent for this,33-34 however full validation of this idea would require significant
theoretical and experimental work beyond the scope of this initial study.
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In this work, we show the benefits and possible real-world application that SHG could
add to the nondestructive characterization of materials, such as aerospace grade aluminum, that
have been subjected to mechanical stress. This proof of concept study is the first of many
necessary investigations for SHG as a potential NDE platform; more detailed studies will need to
be done to explore the effect of other factors, such as surface roughness and coatings.
3.2.2: Materials and Methods
In this work, we used waisted samples, cut from 2024 aluminum sheet, with final
dimensions of 38.1 mm × 12.7 mm, a waist of 6.35 mm (ASTM B209), and a thickness of
0.5 mm (see Figure 3.1). The “hourglass” shape localizes the deformation to the narrow point of
the waist, allowing for easier monitoring and detection of stress-induced changes to the sample.
These samples were fabricated by the Precision Machining Laboratory (PML) at Brigham Young
University (BYU) from commercial sheet stock. All samples were first cleaned by soap and
water rinse to remove any manufacturing grease and residue and were then soaked in a bath of
toluene for a minimum of 8 hours. Following the toluene bath, samples were rinsed with
methanol and blown dry with compressed N2 gas. Some samples, intended for electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) characterization, were professionally polished using a vibratory
polisher following standard preparation techniques for EBSD, with a final grit of 0.02 µm
colloidal silica.
Each sample was scanned with SHG, as described below, at 3 spots at or just above the
waist to measure the pre-deformation SHG response. After this baseline response was obtained,
samples were loaded into a tensile testing apparatus (3345 Instron) and pulled at a rate of 0.5
mm/min to a predetermined extension. The extensions ranged from 0.0 mm to 1.6 mm. Figure
3.2 shows a load-extension curve that is representative of these samples; this sample was pulled
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to the point of failure, which was not the case for the samples on which we are reporting results.
Following the deformation, the samples were then scanned with SHG at 3 locations at the waist
to determine the change in SHG response. The results were then analyzed, as described below, to
report the overall change in SHG signal resulting from the uniaxial deformation.

Figure 3.1. Shape of the 38.1 mm × 12.7 mm × 0.5 mm 2024 aluminum samples with a waist of
6.35 mm. The arrows indicate the direction of the applied tensile load.

Figure 3.2. Load versus extension curve for the 2024 aluminum samples used in this study. The
blue dot indicates the 0.2% yield point.
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The light source for generating a second-harmonic response was a pulsed 532 nm
frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (Minilite II, Continuum). The laser operated at a 10 Hz rep
rate with a pulse width of 3-5 ns. The average laser power at the sample was 9.5 mW (9.5 mJ per
pulse) for polished Al 2024 samples and 16.1 mW (16.1 mJ per pulse) for unpolished Al 2024
samples. The polarization of the input light was set by a half waveplate to be p polarized to
produce the greatest amount of the 266 nm (UV) SHG response. The laser was focused to a spot
size of approximately 2.5 mm at the sample. The SHG signal was directed to a photomultiplier
tube (PMT) detector (Solar-blind, R7154, Hamamatsu) by two dichroic mirrors that reflect the
SHG signal and transmit the 532 nm light. To further reduce residual 532 nm (green) light, four
optical filters were placed before the PMT; residual 532 nm light was undesirable as it can
overpower and mask the much weaker SHG signal. A diagram of the SHG setup is shown in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. SHG experimental setup. The glass slide is inserted into the beam path for
background measurements.
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A digital oscilloscope recorded a trace from the PMT for each shot of the laser. Because
the PMT has no wavelength discrimination, this trace includes both the SHG light and residual
green fundamental light. During data collection, individual traces from ~150 shots of the laser
were recorded from each location on the sample. A subsequent set of ~150 background (green
only) traces were then recorded by placing a glass slide in the beamline to absorb the ultraviolet
SHG light while still transmitting the green light. In post processing, each trace from these two
sets of data was integrated with a trapezoidal integration. The integrated values determined from
each set of traces were then averaged, and the background result was subtracted from the
signal+background result to provide the average amount of SHG produced from each spot on the
sample. Due to the large beam spot size, a single measurement interrogates many grains (on the
order of 2000, based upon the measured grain size), each with their own orientation, which may
respond differently to the input signal. Thus, the SHG measurement is a spatial average of the
material response of a single location on the sample. The signals from each spot on a single
sample were then averaged to provide the SHG response from that sample as a whole.
In order to compare our SHG results with an established defect quantification method,
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) data were collected using a scanning electron
microscope (Apreo C Low-Vac SEM, FEI) at BYU. Fiducial marks were made in the center of
the gauge length using a Vickers nano-indenter to allow the same area to be scanned by EBSD
before and after measuring the SHG response. EBSD scans were collected using EDAX’s OIM
Data Collection 7.2 software. When performing EBSD scans, the samples were tilted to 70° and
an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and current of 3.2 nA were used at a working distance of 20
mm. Scan sizes were 90 × 90 µm with a step size of 0.50 µm. EBSD images were saved, after
2 × 2 binning, for subsequent analysis using EDAX’s OIM Analysis 8.0 and BYU’s open source
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high resolution EBSD (HREBSD) software, OpenXY.35 OIM Analysis measured the average
grain size in the material to be 16 µm. The HREBSD analysis was used to determine the
geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density across the scanned region using a cross
correlation technique that quantifies the elastic lattice distortion (including rotation) between
neighboring points; the GND density required to cause the measured distortion is estimated using
standard methods.36-37 HREBSD scans were taken at the waist of the sample after polishing, and
before the SHG scans were taken at the same position. Following the initial EBSD and SHG
scans, the sample was deformed under tension, the SHG scan was repeated, and finally the
HREBSD measurement was repeated.
In order to determine whether any surface damage occurred during the SHG process, two
samples were scanned with EBSD, then SHG was performed in a region near the scan, and
EBSD was performed again in the same area as before; then SHG was performed in the same
area as the EBSD scan, and once again EBSD was performed. There was no visual indication of
damage from SEM images, and EBSD metrics (such as image quality and confidence index)
varied consistently between scans in line with expectations from carbon buildup; i.e. there was
no apparent damage from the SHG process.
3.2.3: Results and Discussion
3.2.3.1: SEM and HREBSD Characterization of Polished 2024 Al Samples
The primary goal of this work is to demonstrate the viability of SHG for the detection of
surface damage accumulation associated with mechanical deformation of 2024 Al. Towards this
end, we begin by comparing SHG signal with HREBSD measurements of GND content. Because
the mode of interaction with the sample between SHG and EBSD is quite different, i.e. a laser
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beam vs. a stream of electrons, we first needed to determine what effect one type of
measurement has on a subsequent measurement by the other approach.
Figure 3.4a shows the SEM image of a polished sample acquired during EBSD
characterization, but prior to SHG measurement. Figure 3.4b is the SEM image of the same
location of the same sample acquired after SHG measurements, but with no mechanical
deformation. Figures 3.4a and 3.4b look nearly identical, showing no visible change of the
sample following exposure to the laser. The corresponding geometrically necessary dislocation
(GND) maps are shown in Figures 3.5a and 3.5b; Figure 3.5a was taken prior to the SHG
measurements, and Figure 3.5b shows the GND map of the same area after the SHG
measurements. (This is the same sample as shown in Fig. 3.4a and 3.4b; the SEM and HREBSD
images were collected during the same scans.) By comparing Figs 3.5a and 3.5b, it can be seen
that the GND density decreases somewhat following the SHG testing, suggesting that some
dislocation annihilation is occurring, possibly due to local heating by the laser. The actual
temperature was not measured, but the recovery temperature for this alloy is typically assumed to
be below 150°C (warm forming that is designed to occur between recovery and recrystallization
temperatures generally occurs between 150°C and 250°C).31 Hence, the laser may have briefly
raised the local surface temperature near 150°C, resulting in some dislocation annihilation as
evidenced by the lower dislocation content in Fig 3.5b.
Tensile deformation, however, has a greater effect on dislocation density than exposure to
the laser. Figure 3.4c is the SEM image of a different polished sample taken prior to SHG
characterization and tensile deformation. Figure 3.4d is the SEM image acquired after SHG
measurements and extension to 1.6 mm, again in the same location; two SHG measurements
were performed before and after the tensile deformation. Comparison of Figures 3.4c and d does
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show the significant surface changes caused by the tensile deformation. Additional images for
samples pulled to other extensions are available in the Supporting Information (refer to
electronic supplementary material). A further set of SEM images were acquired following
exposure to over 300 laser shots. These images (also available in the Supporting Information)
were acquired in a standard imaging mode, without tilting the samples, to provide better image
quality. There was no detected change to the surface of the polished samples following this
exposure to the laser beam.

Figure 3.4. SEM images of 2 aluminum samples: (a) Before SHG testing, designated unstressed
sample. (b) Same sample from (a) after SHG testing. (c) Before SHG testing, designated 1.6 mm
extension sample. (d) Same sample from (c) after SHG and 1.6 mm extension.

Figure 3.5c is the GND image from a sample taken prior to deformation and SHG
scanning, while Figure 3.5d is the GND image from the same sample taken after extension to 1.6
mm and SHG scanning. (This is the same sample shown in Fig 3.4c and d.) By comparing Figs
3.5c and 3.5d, it can be seen that the dislocation density clearly increases under tensile loading
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into the plastic regime, even allowing for some dislocation annihilation by the probe laser. These
samples typically failed at an extension between 1.7 and 1.8 mm, so the GND levels in Figure
3.5d are indicative of plastic damage near the point of failure. Taken together, these results
indicate that the two measurement methods (EBSD and SHG) operate mostly independently with
respect to each other and to the sample. In other words, we are confident that the two
measurements provide complementary, and not contradictory, information.
The average dislocation density for each sample was determined from analyzing the
GND images,38 and the change in dislocation density as a function of extension is shown in
Figure 3.6. (The remaining GND images are provided in the Supporting Information.) These
results clearly show that the change in dislocation density at the surface of the material is
correlated to the extension of the sample. There is a slight decrease in dislocation density in the
control sample and 0.4 mm extension sample. It should be noted, however, that 0.4 mm
extension is just above the yield point (see Figure 3.3), suggesting that very little plastic
deformation has occurred at this extension. This initial decrease in dislocation density is likely
due to some dislocation annihilation caused by heating from the laser, as discussed above. In
contrast, the samples pulled to much greater extension show a significant increase in dislocation
density due to plastic deformation (at least twice the amount of dislocation annihilation in the
unpulled sample). If all data points in Figure 3.6 were shifted upward by ~2.8⋅1014 m–2 to
account for dislocation annihilation due to the laser exposure, the change for samples pulled into
the plastic regime would be even more obvious. (This shift was not done, however, preserving
what was actually measured.) These results show, as expected, that tensile deformation into the
plastic regime leads to a significant increase in dislocation density at the surface.
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Figure 3.5. GND maps of: (a) Before SHG testing, designated unstressed sample. (b) Same
sample from (a) after SHG testing. (c) Before SHG testing and deformation, designated 1.6mm
extension sample. (d) Same sample from (c) after SHG and 1.6 mm extension. The scale bar
shows the log10 of the number of dislocations per m2. (The red lines represent the grain
boundaries.) These are the same samples shown in Fig 3.4.

Figure 3.6. Change in dislocation density versus increasing extension. The initial decrease is
likely due to localized laser heating during the SHG scans, which took place between the two
HREBSD measurements.
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3.2.3.2: SHG Characterization of Polished 2024 Aluminum
Figure 3.7 shows how the SHG response from the polished samples changed with
extension; these are the same samples discussed above in relation to Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.
Each point represents the change in SHG signal for a given extension, found by subtracting the
average pre-deformation SHG signal from the average post-deformation SHG signal.
Measurements were taken at 3 separate locations before and after extension, with those results
averaged to account for spot-to-spot differences and laser fluctuations. The region probed by
EBSD was covered by one of these scans. Because of the limited number of polished samples,
only one sample was pulled to each indicated extension.
When the aluminum samples experienced very little plastic deformation (0.4 mm
sample), the SHG response increased slightly. This may be due to some surface modification and
defect annihilation due to laser-induced heating, as discussed above. More importantly it can be
seen that the SHG response significantly decreased with increasing plastic deformation. This
suggests that the dislocation density change, as measured by EBSD (see Figure 3.6), is inversely
correlated to the change in SHG signal.
As discussed previously in the Introduction, the magnitude of the SHG response depends
greatly on the properties of the surface. Generally, the source of SHG signal is thought to be
easily polarizable electrons in the metal. We hypothesize that the decrease in SHG signal
following mechanical extension is due to the surface disruptions within the grains that result
from the increased dislocation density. The surface dislocations and other disruptions would
affect the response of these nearly-free electrons to the laser excitation, reducing the SHG
response.33-34 Further work would need to be done to confirm this hypothesis but for the purposes
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of this study, Figure 3.7 establishes a strong correlation between the magnitude of mechanical
extension and the change in SHG response. Mechanical deformation into the plastic regime leads
to changes in surface properties that can be quantified by optical second harmonic generation.

Figure 3.7. Change in SHG response from professionally polished samples due to tensile
deformation. These were the same samples used for EBSD and SEM imaging, shown in Figures
3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

3.2.3.3: Comparison of SHG and EBSD Results from Polished 2024 Aluminum
As demonstrated in Section 3.2.3.2 and Figure 3.7, the SHG response is modified by
plastic deformation of 2024 aluminum samples. Figure 3.8 compares the change in dislocation
density, as determined from the GND images, with the change in SHG signal. To aid this
comparison, the vertical axis for the dislocation density has been inverted. With this inversion of
the axis, we observe a very similar trend for the two measurements with respect to the applied
extension. To better compare the two measurements, the change in SHG signal was plotted
against the change in dislocation density, as shown in Figure 3.9. There is a strong negative
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correlation between the two, again showing that an increase in dislocation density, as measured
by EBSD, results in a decrease of the SHG response.
Taken together, the results shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 support the idea that SHG can be
used to detect plastic deformation in Al 2024. An increase in dislocation density corresponds to a
decrease in SHG response, and vice versa. This is in line with the literature reviewed in the
introduction, indicating that the disruption of structure near the surface (e.g. by dislocations)
leads to lower the propensity for electron response to the optical excitation during SHG.33-34 The
slight initial reduction in dislocation density and material recovery effects discussed above could
be reduced by further optimization of the laser power and scan duration, however that is beyond
the scope of this work. Most importantly, we have shown that SHG can be used as a proxy
measurement for HREBSD measurements, but without the extensive sample preparation and
expensive equipment that SEM-based methods require.

Figure 3. 3.8. Comparison between change in dislocation density (red squares) and change in
SHG signal (blue diamonds) with respect to varying extension for the same samples as shown in
Figures 3.6 and 3.7. The vertical axis scaling for Δ Dislocation Density is inverted to enable
better comparison with the SHG data.
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Figure 3.9. Change in dislocation density versus change in SHG response, for the same samples
as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.

3.2.3.4: SHG Characterization of Unpolished 2024 Aluminum
While the results on highly polished samples are promising, aerospace grade aluminum is
typically not polished prior to use. (This is true of most structural materials.) The above results,
therefore, are not directly applicable to actual practice. To address this, we also tested
unpolished, as-received samples in order to measure the SHG response in a more real-world
application. (Because of the relatively rough surface, EBSD characterization of these samples
was not possible.) After preliminary SHG testing on as-received samples, a small amount of
surface damage was seen in SEM images (available in the Supporting Information.) These
images of the as-received samples showed that the surface damage was on the sub-micron scale,
making it largely insignificant in real-world applications.
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Figure 3.10. Change in SHG response from mechanically deformed samples in as-received
(unpolished) condition.

Figure 3.10 shows the change in SHG response with tensile deformation on as-received
samples. Each point is the average response from three individual samples, with each sample
scanned at three separate locations before and after deformation. The pre-deformation SHG
scans were performed above the sample waist, and the post-deformation scans were performed at
the waist, so as to minimize any result of laser-induced damage to the surface. We see similar
changes in the SHG response to mechanical deformation as we saw with the professionally
polished samples; a small initial increase in SHG signal is followed by a decrease as the
deformation enters the plastic regime. The error bars are larger due to the roughness of the asreceived samples, but the trend is still clear. The slight increase in SHG signal seen at small
extension of the polished samples is similar to that seen in the as-received samples; any increase
at 0.2 or 0.4 mm is within the margin of error of no increase and could be due to laser surface
effects. While there is no significant change in the elastic regime, the decrease in SHG signal at
larger extensions (>0.4 mm) that enter the plastic regime is clearly significant. This work on as50

received 2024 Al samples shows that SHG has great promise to detect plastic deformation due to
mechanical extension for real-world materials. This work should serve as a foundation on which
others can build to extend the use of nonlinear optical methods to the characterization of stressed
materials.
3.2.4: Conclusions
Mechanical deformation, such as tensile extension into the plastic regime, can alter the
microscopic structure of a material. These microscopic changes can in turn lead to changes in
material properties that may compromise the structural integrity or performance characteristics
of that material. Because these changes cannot always be detected by visual inspection, a variety
of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods have been developed. Most NDE methods,
however, are limited in their ability to detect the earliest stages of material damage because they
require the presence of cracks or microfractures, meaning the earliest stages of mechanical
damage often go undetected. Additionally, many NDE methods require bulky equipment,
complex sample preparation, and the possibility of human error in interpreting the test results, all
of which can limit their effectiveness. The optical method presented here could address some of
these limitations and enable in-field testing of critical components. SHG would also complement
other techniques, possibly serving as a precursor to other methods, or it could be used in
conjunction with other techniques.
One advantage of the SHG method is that it can be performed with a small tabletop laser
system. Such a system can be made portable, unlike the bulky instrumentation required for SEM
and EBSD characterization,17 allowing for use in maintenance and production facilities rather
than specialized testing labs. The use of fiber optics could also allow for remote detection or
probes that can interrogate a component while it is still in service. SHG is also advantageous
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because it does not require extensive sample preparation, such as surface polishing, for accurate
testing. If greater spatial resolution is needed, SHG microscopy could be employed.39 All these
aspects of SHG could greatly reduce maintenance costs, because it would be possible to monitor
samples over their entire lifetime. Periodic inspection would allow maintenance personnel to
determine when and if parts need to be replaced based on the actual material state, which would
allow for samples to have longer service lives while avoiding unexpected failures.
In this work, we have shown that SHG can be used to detect near-surface damage
accumulation associated with plastic deformation in 2024 aluminum alloys due to tensile
extension. We have shown a direct correlation between changes in the SHG response and the
density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GND), as detected by HREBSD. At the current
power levels, the laser causes local heating leading to dislocation annihilation. Further work
would need to minimize this heating effect, but the resultant dislocation reduction is significantly
smaller than the overall increase in dislocation density from tensile deformation. Many other
variables, such as load cycling and varying strain rates, could also affect the SHG response to
deformation.40 In future work, we plan to explore the SHG response to these additional factors
and also apply this method to other structural materials, such as steel. We will also explore the
selectivity of this technique relative to surface roughness, coatings, and other conditions that
could arise in real-world applications. Overall, this proof of concept study provides a basis for
further investigations with other mechanical systems and for fundamental studies to better
understand the mechanism whereby the SHG response changes with deformation. In time, SHG
could prove to be a significant addition to the suite of existing NDE platforms.
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3.3: Titanium Disks
Our lab did a preliminary study to detect deformation in titanium disks using optical
second harmonic generation (SHG). We were sent several titanium disks, including some nonimpacted samples and some failed, impacted, samples due to repetitive impact testing, with
visible cracks. These disks serve as the extreme limits of no deformation and extreme
deformation. If a difference in SHG response between the two types of samples was found, then
further testing could be undertaken to determine the sensitivity of the SHG method to
characterizing deformation of titanium.
3.3.1: Data Collection
Titanium disk samples, both samples that were impacted and non-impacted had varying
thickness by about 0.25 mm between samples. Surface finish differed between the two sides of
the disk; one side was polished and the other was unpolished. Prior to SHG testing, each sample
was cleaned with a small amount of methanol on cotton balls in order to remove manufacturing
grease and any other residue. We would then proceed to collect data as described in Chapter 2
Section 2.2.4.4 above. For the non-impacted samples, the SHG response was measured from 9
spots near the center the disk on both the polished and unpolished sides. For the impacted
samples, each side of the disks was scanned in two different ways. The first type of testing was
done by scanning approximately 9 spots along the side of the crack. The results of this testing
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were then analyzed, as described below, to report a representative change in SHG signal
resulting from deformation. Second, approximately 9 spots, 2 mm apart, were tested moving
away laterally from the crack. This testing allowed the gradient of stress in the sample to be
characterized and compared to the non-impacted samples.
The SHG laser described in Section 2.2.1, Figure 2.1, was used to analyze the samples.
The laser operated at a 10 Hz rep rate, a pulse width of 3-5 ns, and laser power at the sample was
15.1mW. The laser was focused to a spot size of approximately 2.5 mm diameter at the sample.
A typical SHG test involves illuminating the sample for 1000-1200 shots of the laser at each
spot, which includes both signal+background measurements and background only
measurements. A new sample mount was designed for these samples and is shown in Appendix
A.1.3.
In post processing, each trace of collected data was integrated with a trapezoidal
integration. The integrated values were then averaged together for both the signal+background
and background scans. The background value was then subtracted from the signal+background
value to report the average amount of SHG produced from a single spot on the sample. Due to
the large beam spot size, a single measurement interrogates many grains, each with their own
orientation, which may respond differently to the input signal. Thus, the SHG measurement is a
spatial average of the material response of a single sample.
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3.3.2: Results and Discussion
The results from the first method of testing, scanning along the crack, are shown in
Figure 3.11 for the unpolished side of the samples. Each marker in the impacted column is the
average of 9 spots near the crack from each of 3 impacted samples. The marker in the nonimpacted column is the average of all the measurements from the non-impacted disk. These
results show that on the unpolished side of the sample, the SHG signal decreases when a sample
has been stressed to the point of failure. In Figure 3.12, the results from the polished side of the
samples are shown; the markers have the same meaning as in Figure 3.11. These results show
significantly more scatter than was seen from the unpolished sides. We think this difference is
most likely due to the dimple formed from the impact. This dimple can slightly change the angle
at which the laser light reflects off the sample, causing a change in the detected signal. We
describe some changes in the following section that could be made to the experimental setup to
better probe this side of the sample.

Figure 3.11. The average SHG signal response of the unpolished side of titanium disks. This
shows a decrease in signal as samples are impacted.
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Figure 3.12. The average SHG signal response of the polished side of titanium disks. This shows
mixed results most likely due to the dimple that forms from the impact.

The results of the second method of testing, used to investigate the gradient of damage
across a sample, are shown in Figure 3.13 for the unpolished side of the sample. Spot 1 is near
the crack, and each spot moves away in approximately 2 mm increments. It can be seen that
there is a slight increase in signal the further we move from the crack. This is similar to previous
results we have seen from our work with 2024 aluminum; the signal is lowest when there is more
deformation, in this case closer to the crack. Figure 3.14 shows similar results for the polished
side. These results show the signal decreasing the further we move from the crack and show
more noise and fluctuation in response. Some of this difference may be due to the compressive
nature of the stress, rather than the tensile nature of the unpolished side. The noise and
fluctuations are most likely due to the striations and curvature of this side of the sample. These
issues and how they could be addressed are discussed in the following section.
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Figure 3.13. SHG data collected from the unpolished side of impacted samples. Spot 1 was
located right by the crack, with each of the following spots spaced in approximately 2 mm
increments further away from the crack.

Figure 3.14. SHG data collected from the polished side of impacted samples. Spot 1 was located
right by the crack, with each of the following spots spaced in approximately 2 mm increments
further away from the crack.

To summarize the preliminary results, we do see a significant change in the SHG
response from the unpolished side of the disks between the non-impacted and impacted samples.
When the disk has cracked, the response from the unpolished (tension) side of the sample
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significantly decreases compared to the non-impacted samples. The results are less definite from
the polished side, possibly due to issues of surface finish and sample curvature caused by the
impact dimple. We can also see a gradient in the SHG response from the unpolished side as we
move away from the crack. The further we move from the crack, the more SHG signal we
measure on the unpolished side. This seems to match our experience with 2024 Aluminum
alloys, where an increase in tensile deformation manifested as a decrease in SHG response. The
preliminary results from the polished side are less clear.
3.3.3: Proposed Future Work
While the preliminary results are promising, particularly on the unpolished surfaces,
several improvements would need to be made for further testing. For the initial testing, we
quickly designed a mount we felt would be suitable, however this mount does not allow for the
entire sample to be analyzed. It also needs to be modified to allow for better probing of the area
of the impact. This impact leaves a slightly curved surface which can change the way the sample
reflects the laser light. A new sample mount design that would allow us to adjust the sample
surface placement to correct for the curvature of impacted disks would allow for us to obtain
more reliable information.
We tested both sides of the titanium disks during this work, and we found that the surface
finish significantly affects the SHG signal. There seemed to be some variation in the surface
finish on the polished sides, more so than the unpolished sides. In particular, the polishing of the
disks left different striations on the samples, which in turn changed the response slightly. This
could lead to an increase or decrease of signal due to varying direction of striations and not
necessarily due to a change of the sample properties. More consistent surface finishing of the
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entire disk would be beneficial and should produce less variation in signal response due to
sample differences.

Figure 3.15. Shot-by-shot intensity for a single set of laser shots, showing the change in signal
versus the shot number.

When measuring the SHG response, we noted that the signal changed significantly over
the course of the measurement. An example of how the SHG signal changes over approximately
550 shots is shown in Figure 3.15. Initially, the signal is fairly low, then it dramatically
increases, followed by a slower decrease. The problem is that we currently measure the
signal+background traces separate from the background traces, assuming that the background
measurements are similar to what the background was while the signal was being measured. This
variation in response raises some concerns about this approach. To address this issue, we would
like to incorporate an optical chopper into the SHG setup. By covering half the chopper apertures
with glass, we would be able to alternate between signal+background and background
measurements with each shot of the laser. This would allow for better statistics and a more
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accurate determination of the SHG response. Another addition that would be useful is a
mechanical stage attached to our sample mount that would allow for the sample to be
mechanically positioned. This would allow for more exactness in the spacing between spots for
better comparisons.
Lastly, we were able to see differences in SHG response for non-impacted and impacted
samples. The next step would be to have varying degrees of impacted samples. This would allow
us to determine if there is a trend of SHG response with increasing deformation prior to crack
formation.
Due to the world pandemic the funding for this project was postponed. Our future goals
were to potentially pursue mapping of the entire surface of the samples. We even discussed
looking into SHG microscopy as a method of surveying the surface of the disks. In order to
achieve any further discoveries, the previously mentioned limitations of our testing regarding the
provided samples and our set up would need to be addressed.
3.3.4: Conclusions
This preliminary work has shown some promising results. There seems to be a difference
in the SHG response between the impacted and non-impacted samples. This suggests that SHG
could be used to nondestructively evaluate the mechanical state of titanium. Further testing
would be required to address several concerns that could be influencing the data and establish the
sensitivity of this testing method. The results shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 also suggest that
on-sample referencing to an “undamaged section” could be possible. Overall, if there is interest
in continuing work, we have several avenues we could explore to further characterize the
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response of titanium to mechanical deformation. These optical measurements could then be
correlated to mechanical modeling of the stress patterns in the disks due to repeated impacts.
3.4: Electric Power Research Institute Steel Project
The primary motivation for this study relates to the costly repairs that can occur due to
unexpected turbine blade failure. While there are traditional inspections in place to monitor for
cracks and microfractures, a fatigue crack can grow to a critical stage in between inspections.
Therefore, it is of great interest to develop a nondestructive technique, for martensitic stainlesssteel turbine blades, to detect early fatigue during initiation time which is much longer than the
crack growth time.41
The scope of work we were contracted for involved using SHG to characterize the sample
and potentially determine the specimen’s fatigue life. Our lab was one of various other labs
attempting to quantify fatigue with other nondestructive techniques. We were sent 36 samples
with respective amounts of load cycling performed on each sample as listed in Table 3.1. Once
our testing was completed we sent the samples on to the next group for analysis. A secondary
and more summative report was expected after all labs had collected data with their respective
techniques and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) provided more information.
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Table 3.1. This table includes the EPRI cycling data from the samples tested in this study.
Figure
#

Specime
n ID

Cycles at
NDE Test

Cycles at
Failure

Current
Unfailed
Cycles

Stress
(ksi)

1
2

41C
43C

0
0

2,154,137

88
88

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
33
14
13
32
27
34
35
36

44C
45C
7C
13C
8C
35C
24C
34C
9C
10C
19C
30C
32C
46C
23C
25C
21C
47C
27C
26C
28C
48C
37C
39C
42C
49C
20C
36C
6C
31C
29C
14C
38C
16C

0
0
150,000
150,000
150,000
150,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
450,000
450,000
450,000
450,000
600,000
600,000
600,000
600,000
750,000
750,000
750,000
750,000
900,000
900,000
900,000
900,000
2,000,000
348,957
318,528
1,073,548
784,540
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

1,318,034

88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
84
84
80

3,245,267
265,000
230,000

4,363,911
4,076,066
793,803
427,204
914,392
1,553,303
756,142
897,380
2,855,225
2,044,844
800,007
2,703,203
1,047,627
3,579,121
2,287,912
2,016,052
1,414,878
3,001,992
1,503,724
3,043,805
348,957
318,528
1,073,546
784,540

Note

Cracked
Cracked
Cracked
Cracked
Different stress level
Different stress level
Different stress level
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3.4.1: Data Collection
New sample mounts were designed for this project due to the size of the samples shown
in Figure 3.16. The sample mount blueprints are attached in Appendix A.1.3 and A.1.4. In order
to remove manufacturing grease and residue, prior to SHG testing, samples were cleaned with a
cotton ball and methanol dropper along the center line of the sample. We then mounted the
samples close to the larger end of the sample as shown in Figure 3.17. We would then proceed to
collect data on the tension side of the samples as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.4.3 above.
We moved along the samples collecting approximately 20 spots (10mm apart). This was done on
all 25 samples. We also tested the 4 cracked samples we received in a more focused approach.
We focused within a 10mm region with the crack at the center. We tested along the center line 5
spots (approximately 2 mm apart) on each side of the crack. The laser operated at a 10 Hz rep
rate, a pulse width of 3-5 ns, and laser power at the sample was 15.1mW. The laser was focused
to a spot size of approximately 2.5 mm at the sample. A typical SHG test involves illuminating
the sample for 540-600 shots, of the laser, at each spot.
In post processing, each trace of collected data was integrated with a trapezoidal
integration. The integrated values determined were averaged to report the average amount of
SHG produced from a single spot on the sample. Due to the large beam spot size, a single
measurement interrogates many grains, each with their own orientation, which may respond
differently to the input signal. Thus, the SHG measurement is a spatial average of the material
response of a single sample.
We implemented a standard sample that was tested on 3 spots at the start and end of the
data collection. The signal response was then compared to the first time it was scanned and was
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used to scale all other responses to a standard response. This process allows for the data taken on
different days to still be compared.

Figure 3.16. EPRI steel sample design

Figure 3.17. Representative sample placement in mount for SHG scanning.
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3.4.2: Results and Discussion
This project was ongoing with several other labs looking at the samples with different
techniques. We had the samples first and were able to collect our data before sending them off to
another lab.

Figure 3.18. Each marker represents the averaged signal response across the entire sample of
samples that were cycled to various amounts as follows: a. uncycled, b. 150 K, c. 300 K, d. 450
K, e. 600 K, f. 750 K, g. 900 K, h. 2000 K.
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Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the average sample response of all 36 samples with each marker
representing the average of all spots (approx. 25) scanned on that sample. Figure 3.18 represents
samples grouped by the number of cycles completed without cracking in the following fashion:
a. is uncycled samples, b. is 150 K, c. is 300 K, d. is 450 K, e. is 600 K, f. is 700 K, g. is 900 K,
and h. is 2000 K. The samples that reached varying amounts of cycles due to cracking are shown
in Figure 3.19. It can be seen throughout all of these figures that there is no significant change in
SHG signal from sample to sample. In Figure 3.20 it shows the difference between samples with
varying degree of load cycling. Each marker represents the averaged response from all samples
cycled to the same degree.

Figure 3.19. Each marker represents the averaged signal response across the entire sample of
four samples that were cycled until they cracked.
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Figure 3.20. Each marker represents the averaged response of all samples cycled to the sample
amount of cycles.
Figure 3.21 shows a more detailed look at the cracked samples where the red line
represents where the crack was located. These results show that there is little change even around
the crack where the damage was localized. Overall, we didn’t see any significant changes in the
signal response with varying amounts of cycles or in failed samples.

Figure 3.21. Each set of colored markers represents the 10 spots taken at 2mm intervals on each
side of the crack on the sample. The red line in the center represents where the crack was located.
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3.4.3: Further Cycling Results Comparison
After our investigation of the load cycled samples, we found no significant change in
SHG response with respect to varying degrees of load cycling that had been performed. After
further testing was completed by EPRI (shown in columns “Cycles at Failure” and “Current
Unfailed Cycles” in Table 3.1), we reevaluated the use of SHG as a potential predictor of future
failure. As shown in Figure 3.22 we conclude that SHG does not have any promising indicators
of impending failure with regards to the new cycling results. The other methods that were also
used in this study came to the same conclusion for their own techniques. EPRI has decided to
continue another small study with our technique in the same experiment design as the 2024
Aluminum project discussed in Section 3.2 above.

Figure 3.22. Each marker represents the averaged SHG response of all samples that failed within
a set range of cycles.
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3.5: Future Project Directions
3.5.1: Effect of Rate on SHG Response
Strain rate can affect materials in various ways. Some materials, like steel, are very
sensitive to changes in the strain rate, while materials like aluminum aren’t necessarily.
However, when you increase the temperature, aluminum can become dependent on strain rate.42
Therefore, we pursued tensile testing under elevated temperatures with the use of a cryoblower.
As shown in Figure 3.23 strain rate does not change the response of aluminum until
approximately 422 K as shown in Figure 3.24. We ideally wanted to operate at 500 K where the
stress/strain curve varies the most as shown in Figure 3.25. We found that the cryoblower we had
access to only reached a maximum of 400 K. This falls below the necessary temperature range
necessary for aluminum to be affected by varying strain rates. We could pursue a slightly
different route looking at the dependence of temperature at a set rate. Figure 3.26 shows that
there are changes with temperature that we could investigate and potentially map using SHG.

Figure 3.23. The measured responses of Al 2024-T351 under uniaxial compression experiments
at different strain rates at 233 K.42
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Figure 3.24. The results of uniaxial compression experiments on Al 2024-T351 at different
strain rates and at 422 K.42

Figure 3.25. The uniaxial compression experiment results using Al 2024-T351 at different strain
rates and at 505 K.42

Figure 3.26. The observed dependence of true stress on temperature at the strain rate of 1 s-1.
The insert compares the measured true stresses at 10% plastic strain under the strain rate of 1 s-1
and different temperatures.42
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3.5.2: Characterization of Varying Degrees of Load Cycling
Mechanical deformation doesn’t always lead straight to plastic deformation and then
failure. Materials can also fail due to being subjected to small amounts of stress over long
periods of time that results in failure.43 This mechanical failure is known as load cycling which
can lead to fatigue. We investigated load cycling with the EPRI steel project mentioned above
but did not see promising results. Our study showed no significant change in SHG response with
respect to varying degrees of load cycling. Though we did not see anything promising with
structural steel SHG may be more sensitive to changes in aluminum. Therefore, we planned to
study effects of load cycling on Al 2024 samples. Due to the world pandemic our access to the
appropriate equipment was limited and this project was put to the side. While we have done
some very preliminary investigations, we haven’t seen anything too compelling, but testing takes
time and we have not been able to continue due to varying obstacles.
3.6: Conclusion
In conclusion, we have seen that SHG could be used as a powerful tool in characterizing
mechanical deformation of metals in conjuncture with current NDE methods. We believe that the
reason we see a change in SHG signal after deformation is due to an increase in dislocation
density at the surface of the sample. This then disrupts the production of SHG showing a
decrease in SHG response as discussed in Section 3.2.1 above. We also saw very promising
results on deformation detection on titanium in which we could detect a change in response to
critically failed samples and those that were in an as received state. While we saw these
promising results from initial titanium samples, we did come across things that could be
improved and new methods that we could look into for further characterization, such as SHG
microscopy. We have also seen preliminary results that SHG is not as promising in detecting
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effects of fatigue with steel and aluminum. Due to material availability, further work could be
pursued with different aspects of aluminum mechanical behavior and the inherent sensitivity of
SHG to these changes. Overall, we have found several promising uses for SHG as an NDE
method for mechanical deformation on various materials.
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Chapter 4 : SHG as an NDE for Thermal Deformation
4.l: Introduction
One type of stress that can affect the properties of materials is thermal stress. This type of
stress is induced by elevated temperatures or long-term exposure to mild temperatures. Thermal
stress can lead to polymers becoming more brittle and cracking and leading to various other
hazards. Thermal stress can also lead to new phases forming within a metallic sample. When
stressed, these materials can lose the integrity they were specifically designed for. Therefore,
detection of critical thermal stress is of inherent importance so that materials can be removed,
remediated, or replaced before failure occurs.
4.2: Use of Nonlinear Optics for Assessment of Cable Polymer Aging
Adapted from Rellaford, K., Smith, D., Farnsworth, A., Drake, S., Lee, H., & Patterson, J.
(2021). Use of nonlinear optics for assessment of cable polymer aging. IJPHM, 12(2).
I hereby confirm that the use of this article is compliant with all publishing agreements.
Abstract
Polymer jackets play an important protective role in distribution cabling by providing
structure and resistance to moisture, heat, and exposure to harmful chemicals. Current methods
of structural assessment, such as elongation at break (E-at-B), are inherently destructive. While
other nondestructive methods such as indenter evaluation are available, they are not suitable for
in service use. We propose that second harmonic generation (SHG) could provide a
nondestructive means of characterizing the aging of chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE) cable
jackets. SHG was used to study cables previously aged and characterized by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI). Comparative data between the SHG results and indenter modulus tests
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suggest that SHG can be used to qualitatively differentiate between minimally and significantly
aged CSPE cable jackets. The results of this proof-of-concept study suggest additional work that
could be done to better understand the mechanisms of the aging of CSPE cable jackets and how
SHG could be used to monitor the aging process.
4.2.1. Introduction
Much of modern technology and society depends on the safe and reliable distribution of
electric power from the point of generation to the point of consumption. Polymer jackets are used
to protect the underlying distribution cable core from mechanical deformation, moisture
penetration, and chemical damage during the installation and service life of the cable. Jackets
also enhance flame resistance, facilitate installation, and provide means for cable identification
and grouping.1 As the polymer jacket ages, especially if it is subjected to mechanical stress
and/or harsh conditions, such as extremes or changes of temperature, the cross-linking structure
of the polymer can rearrange and therefore the jacket can become more susceptible to cracking.2
Cracking, as well as other effects of aging, can compromise the protective nature of the polymer
jacket and is the leading indicator of insulation degradation. Such exposure of the insulation to
the outside environment would warrant additional attention and potential replacement.
One way to assess aging of a polymer jacket is by elongation at break (E-at-B)
measurements. The inherently destructive nature of this test, however, prohibits its use on cables
currently in service. Other non-destructive, visual/tactile tests are used in the field, such as the
bending test and indenter evaluation, however these can also have limitations for cables that are
in service.3 A non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method to detect aging that could be used
without repositioning or modifying the cables in any way would be beneficial in determining the
remaining usable life of distribution cables. The following work evaluates the use of a nonlinear
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optical method, second harmonic generation (SHG), as a means of characterizing the state of
polymer cable jackets that have been subjected to artificial aging. The work was performed on
three sets of cables with jackets made using chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE), also known
as HypalonTM, from three different manufacturers/models: Rockbestos Firewall III, Okonite, and
BIW cable systems. (Hypalon is the trademark name of Dupont’s CSPE material.) These cables
had been aged and characterized previously by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The
optical measurements are here correlated with the EPRI E-at-B and indenter modulus tests. This
proof-of-concept study shows that SHG has potential as a method for initial screening of aged
cable jackets, although more work will need to be done before SHG can be deployed as an NDE
platform for the monitoring of distribution cables.
4.2.2. Methods
4.2.2.1 Thermal Aging
The three cable systems were: Rockbestos Firewall III cables (CSPE jacket with crosslinked polyolefin insulation), Okonite cables (CSPE jacket with ethylene propylene rubber
insulation), and BIW Cable Systems (CSPE jacket with ethylene propylene rubber insulation).
Aging conditions were established by EPRI using Arrhenius based accelerated thermal aging to
simulate natural aging at various stages of operating time in power plants. The cables were
spaced out on racks in a convection oven for thermal aging, with sufficient spacing to allow for
appropriate air circulation. All cables were initially thermally aged at 119°C for various periods
of time, as listed in Table 4.1. Following the initial aging, additional aging was performed on
select BIW and Rockbestos cables to simulate severe aging. This aging was performed at 124°C
for the specified time. Further details on the thermal aging protocols can be found in EPRI
technical report No. 1001391.4
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Table 4.1. Thermal aging of specimens. Adapted from EPRI report No. 1001391.4
Material

Aging
Step

Aging
(hours) at
119°C

Aging
(hours) at
124°C

BIW Cable

1

780

-

2

1559

-

3

2278

384

4

3042

400

1

780

-

2

1441

-

3

2278

-

4

3042

-

1

780

-

2

1441

-

3

2278

-

4

3042

400

Okonite
Cable

Rockbestos
Cable

4.2.2.2. SHG Measurements
The light source used for generating a second-harmonic response was a pulsed 532 nm
frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (Minilite II, Continuum). A basic diagram of the SHG setup is
shown in Figure 4.1. The laser operated at a 10 Hz rep rate with a pulse width of 3-5 ns. Average
laser power at the sample was 15.1 mW (15.1 mJ per pulse), and the laser was focused to a spot
size of approximately 2.5 mm diameter at the sample. Prior to the focusing lens, the beam passes
through a waveplate that is used to optimize the polarization for maximum SHG signal. The
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second-harmonic signal, which occurs at 266 nm, was reflected off two commercial dichroic
harmonic separators to separate the signal from residual 532 nm pump light and passed through
additional UV filters before detection by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) that was connected to a
digital oscilloscope. Insertion of a glass slide before the PMT allowed for detection of the
residual 532 nm light; the glass absorbed the 266 nm SHG light. The time-dependent signal from
the PMT was captured for each shot of the laser.5
Due to the relatively large spot size of the probe laser, a single measurement interrogates
multiple microstructures in the polymer. To obtain a representative measurement of the cable,
each sample was scanned 5 times at locations spaced approximately 5 mm apart. Three sets of
measurements were taken across the length of each sample. All samples were scanned in asreceived condition; no surface modification or preparation was done prior to the SHG
measurements.
A typical SHG measurement involves illuminating the sample for 80-100 shots of the
laser at each spot. Half of these shots were taken without the glass slide in the optical path and
include both SHG and background light. The second half was taken with the glass slide inserted
to measure only the background light. Typical traces from the PMT, both with and without the
glass slide, are shown in Figure 4.2. Each signal trace was separately integrated over time with a
trapezoidal integration to determine the total signal for that laser shot. The integrated values were
then averaged for each of the two sets (signal+background and background only), and the two
averaged values were subtracted to produce a single value for the SHG response from that
location. These values were then averaged for multiple spots to provide a value that is
representative of the entire cable specimen.
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Figure 4.1. SHG experimental setup. The glass slide is inserted into the beam path for
background measurements.

Figure 4.2. Representative traces of PMT signal for signal+background (upper) and background
only (lower).
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4.2.3. Results
4.2.3.1. Previous EPRI Measurements
As documented in EPRI Report No. 1008211, the elongation at break (E-at-B) of
Hypalon cable jackets decreases as the sample ages.3 A representative response is shown in
Figure 4.3. (The behavior of additional materials is shown in the EPRI report.) This behavior,
and other effects such as dielectric breakdown, is caused by the stiffening of the material with
age, typically due to changes in the crosslinking of the rubber polymer.6-7 While E-at-B is widely
accepted as a method for estimating life of materials such as Hypalon, it cannot be used on
material that is intended to remain in service, because the method is inherently destructive.

Figure 4.3. Remaining life curve based on elongation at break (E-at-B) measurements for CSPE
that had been artificially aged at 110°C.3

Other testing methods that are less invasive can be used to evaluate remaining life of
cables, such as a bend test and nanoindentation. The data in Figure 4.4 show the nanoindentation
test results (completed by EPRI and more fully described in EPRI technical report No. 1001391)
for the 3 different cable sets analyzed in this study: Rockbestos Firewall III, Okonite, and BIW
Cable Systems, respectively.4
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For all three cable systems, the indenter modulus increased with aging, indicating that the
polymer had become stiffer. The change is fairly gradual with aging steps for the Rockbestos
Firewall III cables, whereas the Okonite and BIW Cable Systems samples showed a much more
dramatic increase in the indenter modulus following the second aging step. The BIW Cable
System specimens that were subjected to additional aging showed even greater increases in
indenter modulus. Even though all three cable jackets are nominally the same CSPE material,
methods of compounding the jacket vary for each manufacturer, which results in different aging
behavior.
4.2.3.2. SHG Measurements

Figure 4.4. Indenter modulus measurements versus aging steps for a) Rockbestos Firewall III
cables, b) Okonite cables, and c) BIW Cable System cables.4
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SHG measurements were performed on the same sets of HypalonTM cables from Figure
4.4: Rockbestos Firewall III, Okonite, and BIW Cable Systems. Scans were collected from
multiple locations on each cable in the individual sets, with the results from a single cable
averaged to report a value for that cable specimen. The SHG results for the same cables are
shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5. SHG response average for all spots across the sample for a) Rockbestos Firewall III
cables, b) Okonite cables, and c) BIW Cable System cables.
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For all three HypalonTM jacketed cable types, the amount of SHG response decreased
with aging, however the pattern across the stages of aging is different for each type of cable. For
the Rockbestos Firewall III cables, the SHG signal generally decreased with each aging stage,
although there was a significant increase in SHG signal for the 3rd aging stage. This probably
merits further investigation. The Okonite cables showed a roughly linear decrease in SHG signal
for the first two aging stages, but then a significant decrease for the 3rd and 4th aging stages. The
behavior of both the Rockbestos Firewall III and Okonite cables bears strong resemblance to the
trend seen in the E-at-B measurements, as shown in Figure 4.3. The BIW cables showed a
dramatic decrease in SHG signal even after the first aging stage, and this signal never returned
with additional aging.
It should be noted that we did find that there was a small amount of damage caused by
the intense laser light at the sample surface. If the laser power was decreased to avoid surface
damage, no SHG signal was produced. However, the surface damage does not affect the
performance of the cable jacket and did not affect our results. In a future study, it should be
possible to identify operational conditions that can generate a meaningful SHG response without
scarring the sample, but that was beyond the scope of this proof-of concept study.
4.2.4 Discussion
4.2.4.1. Comparison of Indenter and SHG Measurements
The results presented in Section 3 measure the degree of aging via two different methods,
indenter modulus and SHG response. Data in Figure 4.4, from EPRI, show a general increase in
indenter modulus with aging for each Hypalon sample. The data in Figure 4.5 show a general
decrease in SHG signal with aging for the same samples. To aid the reader in comparing the
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trends, Figure 4.6 shows the SHG data overlaid on the EPRI indenter modulus data for each
cable system. Note that the y-axis for SHG signal is inverted to enable better comparison of the
trends. Figures 4.6a) and 4.6b) show a strong agreement between the two methods for evaluating
aging. For the Rockbestos Firewall III cables (Fig. 4.6a), the indenter modulus increases
gradually, with some variation, with aging. Likewise, the SHG signal tends to decrease, again
with some variation. The Okonite cables (Fig. 4.6b) show little change up through the second
aging step, then a dramatic increase in indenter modulus, with a similar decrease in SHG
response, upon the third and fourth aging steps.

Figure 4.6. SHG response (large red markers) overlaid with indenter results (small black
markers) for a) Rockbestos Firewall III cables, b) Okonite cables, and c) BIW Cable System
cables. The axis for SHG signal is inverted from what was shown in Fig. 4.4 to aid comparison.
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A weaker correlation between the two measurements exists for the BIW cables, as seen in
Figure 4.6c. While the first and last aging step match closely, the methods do not seem to
correspond in the intermediate range. This may result from the BIW cables having undergone
additional heating beyond what the Rockbestos and Okonite cables received.4 Consequently, the
BIW cables exhibited a yellowish-brown surface coating that EPRI researchers described as
“bloom.” To determine the impact of this phenomenon on the SHG measurements, scans were
conducted on areas with and without bloom on the surface, with no significant difference
between them. The data reported here were collected on areas with no bloom.
4.2.4.2. Possible Mechanisms of Aging
CSPE (HypalonTM) and many other thermoset polymers owe much of their industrial
utility to the crosslinks that form between the polymer chains. Artificial aging, however, has
been shown to cause chain scission, which, along with thermal activation, allows for greater
molecular mobility and structural relaxation. This resultant relaxation, or annealing, can lead to
secondary crystallization, which can increase the overall crystallinity of the material and may
rearrange molecules at the interface of amorphous-crystalline regions.8-9 The rate of secondary
crystallization is depth-dependent; the rate is higher at the surface because of the ready
availability of oxygen. Below the surface, the rate depends on the oxygen diffusion and
consumption rates of the material.10 Another consequence of chain scission, formation of new
crosslinks, and secondary crystallization is increased embrittlement of the polymer.
Both indenture tests and SHG probe the sample surface, and the results of these
measurements can be used to infer structural changes to the material that result from aging. The
E-at-B and indentation data from EPRI show evidence of embrittlement as a result of aging. The
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dramatic decrease in elongation at break for heavily aged samples is a clear sign of the loss of
flexibility of the polymer. For all three cable systems, successive steps of aging consistently lead
to a higher indentation modulus, indicating that a greater force is required for the material to
yield; the material has become stiffer and more brittle. To the extent that the SHG measurement
correlates with these indentation tests, SHG could also be used to assess aging and the resultant
increase in brittleness of CSPE cable jackets.
The central requirement of SHG is that the signal can only be generated from a region
that lacks inversion symmetry. The most obvious location that satisfies this condition is the
surface of the polymer. There are, however, two other locations where the symmetry can be
broken in such a way as to produce a SHG response. These are at the boundaries of crystalline
and amorphous domains within the bulk of the sample, and within crystalline domains
themselves, provided those crystalline domains belong to non-centrosymmetric space groups.
Thermoset polymers form complex semi-crystalline structures with large portions of
ordered regions and sections of amorphous polymer chains. This semi-crystalline nature makes
classifying the space groups for a material difficult.11 While we could not readily find a reported
space group for CSPE crystals, one of the stable or metastable crystalline structures may be
centrosymmetric. For example, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) is known to form crystalline
regions that belong to the centrosymmetric Pnma space group.12 Other crosslinked polymer
crystal structures have been characterized, some of which are also centrosymmetric.13-14
Formation of similar domains in CSPE would mean no SHG signal would be generated from
within those crystalline domains. One mechanism, therefore, by which the SHG signal could be
reduced due to aging would be a conversion of crystalline domains from non-centrosymmetric to
centrosymmetric space groups.
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The interface between crystalline and amorphous domains is another potential source of
SHG signal. As discussed in our previous work on HDPE, however, such regions are likely not a
major contributor to the measured signal. When SHG is used to characterize a buried interface,
typically there is a significant difference in one or more properties across that interface, such as
density, optical index of refraction, or chemical identity.15 For the amorphous/crystalline
boundary within bulk CSPE, none of these properties will differ significantly on either side of
the interface. This leaves the surface as the most likely source of the SHG response.
Crystallite restructuring is not the only process that has been reported to affect an aging
polymer. Chain scission and monomer mobility could also lead to structural disorder without
secondary crystallization. This would mean that a sample’s regular and semi-ordered surface
could become disrupted and more randomized. The resulting increase in azimuthal symmetry at
the surface would lead to a decreased SHG susceptibility, and therefore less SHG signal
generation.
Based on these preliminary measurements, we propose that surface order disruption
and/or secondary recrystallization from a more SHG susceptible space group to a less susceptible
one is the molecular mechanism by which the SHG response decreases upon sufficient aging.
While we cannot currently determine which of these processes dominates the response of CSPE
to aging, these results help set the stage for further investigation. Such studies would require
additional controlled aging, with monitoring of the samples before, during, and after the aging
process. Additional techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron microscopy would
likely provide additional insight to the aging process.
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4.2.5. Conclusion and Future Work
This initial, proof-of-concept study shows that SHG is a promising non-destructive
technique for investigating thermal aging of CSPE cable jackets. SHG can distinguish between
samples with minimal aging and samples with significant aging; the data in section 4.1 show that
the difference in SHG signal is statistically significant regardless of cable manufacturer, and it
aligns well with the indentation results. In each case, SHG response was minimal at stage 4 of
aging, which coincides with maximum indenter modulus. However, the intermediate range of
thermal aging is more difficult to quantify with SHG than differentiating between unaged and
highly aged samples. Additional studies would be needed to fully ascertain the capability of SHG
to identify samples that have only been aged to an intermediate degree.
Development of SHG into a full NDE platform will require additional work to pair the
SHG analysis with complementary measurements, such as indentation modulus and crystallinity.
Such a concerted effort will reveal more details about the aging process for CSPE polymers. As
explained above, one hypothesized cause for decreasing SHG signal is an increase in noncentrosymmetric secondary crystallinity caused by thermal aging. Overall, this study shows that
SHG has potential to provide supplementary information as an NDE platform for various brands
of Hypalon (CSPE) cable jackets. While the proof-of-concept results presented herein are
promising, much remains to be done.
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4.3: Naval Grade Aluminum Project
Naval grade aluminum, 5xxx series, is optimal for naval applications due to its properties,
such as high strength to weight ratio, good weldability, and corrosion resistance.16 These
properties are enhanced as magnesium content is increased in the aluminum alloy. However,
5xxx alloys containing >3% magnesium can become sensitized by exposure to high temperatures
or over timespans of 10-20 years. This sensitization results in the weakening of the aluminum
due to the migration of Mg toward the grain boundaries as shown in Figure 4.7. Over time, the
magnesium concentrates at the grain boundaries where it forms a new structure, Mg2Al3,
commonly known as beta phase. As shown in Figure 4.8 there is a small region in which this
secondary phase forms. Beta phase continues to grow at the grain boundaries until it forms a
continuous network.17 This network causes the alloy to become susceptible to intergranular
corrosion. When corrosion occurs, entire grains can fall out causing a substantial loss of mass
and significant weakening. Therefore, once the beta phase has formed and the material is no
longer corrosion resistant it is no longer fit to remain in service and should be replaced or
remedied.

Figure 4.7. Beta phase formation at the grain boundaries
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Figure 4.8. Phase diagram of Al-Mg with the region of naval grade alloy sensitization indicated
by striped lines.17

This problem led to the development of a technique to reverse corrosion susceptibility by
forcing the secondary phase to be redistributed across the material. This remedies concentration
level of the beta phase and therefore reduces the chance of critical corrosion leading to material
loss and weakening.18 While this technique can help increase the service life and properties of
the material, the only reliable testing to determine sensitization is destructive. Current ASTM
standards require a nitric acid bath that can be used to determine the mass loss which correlates
to the degree of sensitization.19 This technique requires pieces of the material to be removed and
destroyed making this an unsuitable test for in service monitoring. The Navy has therefore been
interested in developing a nondestructive technique that could be implemented in service.
4.3.1 ONR/Carderock Samples
In preliminary testing, done before I joined the lab, a set of samples with varying degree of
sensitization (DoS) were received from ONR. The results of the testing done on Al 5456 alloy
have shown a variation in the SHG response with respect to amount of heat treatment, as shown
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in Figure 4.9. Samples were heated at 100°C for up to 12 days, as indicated. As discussed above,
in Section 4.3, long exposure to high temperatures leads to the concentration of magnesium and
the formation of beta phase. It was determined that the SHG response was likely varying due to
the change in chemical composition at the surface. This led to the conclusion that SHG response
correlated to the concentration of beta phase in Al 5456. These preliminary results formed the
basis for new samples with varying DoS to be sent and tested. Successful completion of further
testing could then lead to SHG being established as a viable means of measuring beta phase
concentration and validating remediation approaches.20 Two new sets of samples were sent from
Carderock for further determination of the sensitivity and abilities of SHG as an NDE method.

Figure 4.9. SHG response with duration of heat treatment for Al 5456.

4.3.1.1 Data Collection
We received two sets of samples from Carderock for further testing. The first set, labeled
HVH, has a partially recrystallized microstructure, and the other sample set, HVG, had a nonrecrystallized microstructure. Each set contained 4 different samples that were at varying DoS.
These samples were significantly bigger than the previous samples we had received. Thus, a new
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sample mount design was required. This is shown in Appendix A.1.2. Samples were cleaned by
simply rinsing with methanol and some soap and water to remove any manufacturing grease or
residue. Once samples were cleaned, they were then scanned with the SHG system. Samples
were placed in the sample mount and then scanned shot by shot for 10 shots moved about 2mm
and repeated for 10 spots per sample. We then took just the first shot from all 10 spots and
averaged per sample in the set.
4.3.1.2 Results/Discussions
The two sets of samples responded as shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. As can be
seen, there was no discernable trend in the SHG response with respect to the amount of beta
phase content. This was a drastic difference from what we had seen previously as shown in
Figure 4.9 above. It was later determined that there were several potentially important
differences between the supplied sets of samples. The first set was from ONR, labeled by days
sensitized, and they were 5456 grade aluminum. The second set of samples were sent from
Carderock, they were reported by beta phase content, and they were 5083 grade aluminum.
These differences could explain the differences seen between the two different studies. It was
unclear why there was such a distinct trend with the first set and nothing discernable with the
second. We determined that this may be due to a difference in aluminum grade, surface finish,
or various other factors we could not control, affecting the SHG response more than the DoS.
Therefore, we decided to procure our own samples as received so that a baseline could be
determined before sensitization.
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Figure 4.10. SHG data from HVG aluminum samples showing the SHG response to varying
DoS.

Figure 4.11. SHG data from HVH aluminum samples showing the SHG response to varying
DoS.

4.3.2 PML Samples
There are a lot of variables that go into the sensitization of aluminum samples. Aluminum
samples exposed to relatively low temperatures can become sensitized, as well as samples
exposed to elevated temperatures (>65 °C) for short time intervals. Along with temperature
dependence, the extent at which a sample has been recrystallized can change the rate of
sensitization. Sensitization can occur differently depending on the amount of strengthening done
during fabrication of the aluminum as well. Due to these many variables, samples were obtained
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from the PML so that there was less variation within our set than the different sets sent from the
ONR and Carderock. We proved we could sensitize a sample in our preliminary data. It is
necessary to have samples at varying DoS so that we can determine a trend as sensitization
increases in comparison to an NDE method.
4.3.2.1 Data Collection
In order to examine multiple samples with varying DoS we placed 12 samples in a VWR
oven, at a fixed temperature of 175 °C, for varying amounts of time. Samples were first cleaned
using soap and water and a methanol rinse. Once properly cleaned, the samples were then
labeled and placed into the already heated oven. After the allotted time had passed for a set of
samples, they were removed at 0, 4, 8, 24, 48, and 336-hour intervals.21 Two samples were
sensitized to the same degree in order for one sample to act as a standard and the other to be used
for the Nitric Acid Mass Loss Test (NAMLT) that is discussed further in the following section.
The sensitized samples were then tested using SHG. Samples were scanned for 150 shots in 10
different spots. The data was then processed using a MATLAB program that integrated all of the
collected traces for each sample. Integrated values were then averaged across the 150 shots and
the spots giving us one representative number for the SHG response of a single sample. This was
then reported for each stage of sensitization and analyzed.
4.3.2.2 Sensitization Process/NAMLT
To ensure that the heating process worked, NAMLT was used to quantify DoS according
to the ASTM standards.20 When the DoS is determined using NAMLT, an established testing
method, a correlation can then be made to the proposed SHG method of detection. Due to the
destructive nature of NAMLT testing, we did preliminary test runs to determine proper execution
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since SHG testing cannot be performed after the nitric acid bath. 5083 samples were cleaned,
weighed and their surface area determined, following ASTM standards, before going through the
NAMLT. The anodic coating on each sample is removed by a NaOH solution. These samples are
then soaked in a nitric acid bath for 24 hours. After the nitric acid bath, the samples are scrubbed
and rinsed to remove any loose grains before being reweighed. The mass loss per sample area
will then be used to determine the DoS for each sample. This allowed for quantitative values to
be determined and compared with our newly proposed SHG method. Results for DoS from the
previously tested samples from the ONR were supplied and are shown in Figure 4.12. These data
gave us the opportunity to compare our sensitization process with that of the Navy. In Figure
4.13 our DoS data is shown from our NAMLT and it can be clearly seen that our samples
reached a much higher content of beta phase. This data gave us some insight into what our
results meant in comparison with the preliminary results done before I joined the lab. This is
discussed in the following section with the SHG response reported for the new samples.

Figure 4.12. DoS results from the ONR correlating to the samples surveyed in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.13. DoS results from 5083 PML samples and our own sensitization procedure also
correlating to the data shown in Figure 4.14.
4.3.2.3 Results/Discussions
In Figure 4.14 our data is shown for the response of SHG to an increasing DoS. This data
provided no discernable trend; similar to the results in Figure 4.10 and 4.11. After finding the
reported beta phase content results for the first promising set of samples from the ONR we
decided to compare with our current data. The red dashed line shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9
represent where the content of beta phase matches for our samples and those sent by the ONR. It
is clear in comparing Figures 4.14 and 4.15 that the ONR samples did not reach the DoS that we
did with our own method and samples obtained from the PML. While this doesn’t give any
definitive answers as to why the trend seems to change so much from previous tests it does show
that we may have only surveyed a small range in which a trend may be discernable and that
following that it plateaus and SHG no longer responds to the change.
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Figure 4.14. SHG response for 5083 PML samples compared to the hours sensitized. The red
dashed line represents where the DoS value is the same for these PML samples and the ONR
samples shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15. SHG response for 5456 ONR samples compared to the days sensitized. The red
dashed line represents where the DoS value is the same for these ONR samples and the PML
samples shown in Figure 4.14.
4.3.3 Conclusion
Overall, while we did see a promising trend suggesting SHG response to be directly
proportional to an increase in beta phase content, our further studies didn’t show a similar trend.
Samples from both Carderock (Figure 4.10 and 4.11) and the PML (Figure 4.14) did not match
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the results from the ONR samples (Figure 4.9) tested before I started my research. Many
attempts were made to control for variables and find a correlation between sensitization and SHG
response, but no significant relationships were determined.
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Chapter 5 : Polymer Characterization with Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation
5.l: Introduction
Polymers can be used in various application from a grocery bag to solid rocket fuel. Each
polymer, like all materials, has its own inherent properties that affect its usefulness in various
applications. This specific study conducted for the Navy was focused on the use of hydroxylterminated polybutadiene (HTPB) as a polymer binder for high energy (HE) explosives. As part
of routine handling, fabrication, and storage, polymer-bonded explosive (PBX) materials are
subjected to thermal and mechanical stress. These stresses and normal aging can affect the
material state of both the HE and binder components, as well as the HE/binder interface. As a
result of stress and aging, the performance may be altered, perhaps to the point where the
materials are no longer suitable for their intended purpose. Safe storage and handling of the
materials may also be compromised by these material changes.
The main hypothesis we started with is that the effects of aging, as well as chemical and
mechanical stress, ultimately have their roots in changes to the molecular structure of the binder,
the HE, and/or the binder/HE interface. Thus, developing a detailed understanding of the
material response to these stresses requires investigations that can probe both bulk and interfacial
molecular properties. Our primary goal in this work is to identify the chemical, structural, and
interfacial changes that take place in the HTPB material as it ages and is subjected to chemical
and mechanical stress with the use of sum frequency generation (SFG). The results of this study
will not only improve our fundamental understanding of this material, but also allow for the
development of spectroscopic screening methods that can be used to assess the quality and
suitability of HTPB stockpiles for safety and performance.
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5.2 Sample Design and Formation
The first portion of our work started with the development of our standard operating
procedures for the HTPB sample fabrication. HTPB at room temperature is a very viscous liquid
but, in most cases, it is useful when in a solid state reached through a curing process. Therefore,
our samples were not purely HTPB but a mixture of several components. Elements such as an
antioxidant, curing agent, catalyst, and HE additives are all used to create the ideal sample.
Another important consideration is the extreme reactivity some of the agents have to air and
water exposure. Due to this, samples must be stored carefully, and the samples should remain
under vacuum during the curing process. Therefore, many factors must be considered in getting
optimal samples for testing purposes. The amount of materials added, order in which materials
are added, temperature of the curing oven, time spent under vacuum and then time spent curing.
The exact steps to making HTPB samples is considered classified and therefore we had a slight
learning curve after receiving basic instructions from the Navy.
Ultimately, we prepared the elastomeric samples using an 8:1 ratio of hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB) to isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI). For our purposes, we used 59.2 mL of
HTPB to 7.4 mL of IPDI. The HTPB was heated in an oven to ~60 ℃. After reaching this
temperature, ~0.15 grams of solid 2,2′-methylenebis(6-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol) were added to
the heated HTPB just before the IPDI was added. The antioxidant and IPDI were then mixed
into the HTPB gently for 120 seconds. The resulting solution was placed under vacuum to
remove any air bubbles that were introduced from mixing to help ensure a uniform sample. After
15 minutes under vacuum, the sample was gently stirred to pop any visible bubbles and again
placed under vacuum for 15 minutes.
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A mixture of HTPB and IPDI will inevitably cure to a more or less solid state with enough
time by the process shown in Figure 5.1.1 The addition of a catalyst can drastically shorten the
curing time and greatly reduces the chance of sticky samples that are difficult to scan. Care must
be taken when adding the catalyst since small changes in the amount of catalyst can cause large
differences in the hardness of the resulting samples due to the degree of crosslinking that
happens before the sample is hardened. Therefore, after this second exposure to vacuum, 3 drops
of a catalyst (95% dibutyltin dilaurate) was carefully mixed into the solution for about 90
seconds. The prepared solution was injected with a syringe into dog bone shaped slots (Figure
5.2) in a Teflon mold. The molds were returned to the oven under vacuum to bring visible
bubbles to the surface. After 10 minutes, surface bubbles were scraped away, and the molds were
returned to the oven at 60 ℃ for six days. Overall, the process by which we create our samples is
now set and recorded in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.4. When creating samples for testing a
representative explosive additive we use sugar, added before IPDI, and which can increase the
viscosity of the mixture. This can lead to more bubbles so extra care needs to be taken with the
syringe when transferring to the dog bone molds.

Figure 5.1. Curing process of HTPB-IPDI binder system.1
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Future work could be done to play with the crosslinking that also affects the hardness of the
samples. This can be done by altering the HTPB to IPDI ratio and seeing how that affects the
curing time and subsequently the SFG response. This type of study is very important for
understanding the differences that can stem from different preparation/processing of samples as
the Navy has primarily “found what works and rolled with it” rather than an in-depth study into
the perfect ratio for their purposes.

Figure 5.2. Teflon molds used for the formation of HTPB samples.

5.3. Data Collection
The experimental set up for vibrational sum-frequency generation (VSFG) spectroscopy
system is based on an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Quantronix, Integra C) that produces
2.5 mJ per pulse at 1 kHz. Pulse duration is ~130 fs. Figure 5.3 includes both a photograph and a
schematic drawing of the optical system. The laser beam is split, with the majority pumping a
broad band IR optical parametric amplifier (OPA) (Light Conversion via Quantronix, TOPAS-C)
to produce ~20 µJ of IR light with a bandwidth of ~150 cm–1. The center wavelength can be
tuned to be either on or off resonance with molecular vibrations in the HTPB sample. A
germanium filter removes any remaining visible light from the OPA output. The remaining
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output from the laser passes through two Fabry-Perot étalons to provide the spectrally narrow
(~2.5 cm–1) visible pulse at ~790 nm. The two beams are then overlapped at the sample surface.
A delay stage on the visible beam is used to synchronize the two pulses.

Figure 5.3. Diagram and annotated picture of the VSFG experimental setup. The numbering
includes the major points where adjustments can be made to optimize the alignment. Further
description can be found in Chapter 2.

Polarization control of both the IR and visible beams is accomplished with periscopes and a
waveplate. In all experiments, the IR beam was p-polarized, and the visible beam was spolarized. This input combination produces s-polarized SFG light, which can be rotated 90° by a
half wave plate for optimal detection by the spectrometer (Andor Shamrock) and CCD (Andor
iDus). A short-pass optical filter was placed before the spectrometer to remove any stray 790 nm
light. For a typical measurement, VSFG signal was recorded in 3 acquisitions of ~70 seconds
each for an individual spot (additive sample data acquired in 3 acquisitions of 2 seconds). Once a
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measurement was complete the sample would be shifted slightly to a new spot and the
measurement would be repeated. The VSFG spectra were graphed and compared for changes in
peak intensity and position, as described below.

5.4. Characterization of Mechanical Deformation
In our prior work on polystyrene (PS) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE), changes in the
molecular structure of the polymer following various stresses manifested as changes in the
VSFG spectrum.2-3 The first approach we took in this study was to determine the usefulness of
VSFG spectra in mapping changes due to mechanical deformation of HTPB. Figure 5.4 shows a
set of samples that were scanned with VSFG before and after tensile testing. The “before” scans
(blue) show that there is significant sample to sample variation that complicates the
determination of a trend. There seems to be some differences in response after extensions past 6
mm, such as peak shifting and possibly a new peak emerging between the two major peaks.
However, these changes are not always consistent, especially given the variability in sample
response. Load extension curves are shown in Figure 5.5 that correlate to the samples in Figure
5.4. It seems that they behave the same mechanically even though they responded slightly
differently with VSFG. More work needs to be done to determine if there is an actual trend in the
VSFG spectra, especially given the elastic nature of these materials; prior investigations with
other polymers involved definite plastic deformation.
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Figure 5.4. Samples scanned and pulled to different extensions. The blue spectra represent the
before response of the sample and red represents the response after tensile testing to varying
extensions.

In summary, we can readily measure a VSFG spectrum from HTPB. There appears to be a
high degree of variability in the VSFG spectra, and the changes induced by mechanical
deformation seem to be similar to that variability. Continued work to reduce the variability in
sample preparation is necessary for smaller differences to be more significant. With the results
shown here we conclude that due to the elastic behavior of HTPB we do not see a discernable
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difference in SFG response after mechanical deformation. There is some promise of a difference
in SFG spectra while under tension. Therefore, further experimentation is being pursued to test
samples while under sustained strain. This will allow for samples to be monitored before, during,
and after tensile stress. This should help us better understand the response to tensile deformation.

Figure 5.5. Tensile testing of HTPB to varying extensions.

5.5. Characterization of Aging
As HTPB ages, its mechanical properties and chemical structure may vary. Specifically,
formation of epoxides along the unsaturated backbone has been shown to reduce strain
tolerance.4 In order to assess the sample variation and investigate short-term natural aging, we
monitored a set of 15 samples over a period of a month. Each week we tested the same 3 samples
that were not mechanically deformed. The VSFG results for samples 1, 2, and 3 are shown in
Figure 5.6. There are slight differences from week to week but nothing that is significant or
easily defined. We also tested 3 samples from the same sample set each week that were extended
to 8 mm. The results of these 12 samples are shown in Figure 5.7. (Corresponding tensile testing
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results are shown in Figure 5.8.) It can be seen that even though a consistent extension was
applied to these samples, the variability in VSFG response from sample to sample may be greater
than a specific change due to deformation.

Figure 5.6. VSFG spectra of 3 HTPB samples that were tested every week and were not
mechanically tested.
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of scans of HTPB before and after tensile testing. The blue spectra
represent the before response of the sample and red represents the response after tensile testing to
8 mm.

Figure 5.8. Tensile testing of 3 HTPB samples pulled to the same extension for our 4-week
aging test.
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After our initial natural aging study, we did a short artificially aged study on samples without
antioxidant. This batch of samples were aged in the oven at 60 °C for 2 weeks and then naturally
aged several weeks at room temperature before being scanned. While the VSFG data seen in
Figure 5.9 are not dramatically different from unaged samples, the mechanical behavior is
extremely different. Figure 5.10 shows that the aged samples only reached about 3z mm
extension before tearing, which is significantly earlier than unaged samples that typically reach
at least 8 mm before tearing. A study of this type will be repeated to hopefully identify spectral
signatures of aging, which may correlate to mechanical behavior. Another factor we needed to
monitor was the changes in aging with the use of antioxidant.

Figure 5.9. VSFG spectra of 4 significantly aged HTPB samples without antioxidant.
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Figure 5.10. Tensile testing of a sample aged at 60 °C for 2 weeks and then several weeks at
room temperature (from the batch shown in Figure 5.8).

In order to assess the sample variation and natural versus artificial aging we monitored a set
of 15 samples over a period of 8 weeks. Due to the drastic mechanical behavior change in
samples without antioxidant all of the samples in our second study included the antioxidant.
Every two weeks we tested the same 3 samples that were not mechanically tested and only
naturally aged. The SFG results for samples 1, 2, and 3 over the 8-week period are shown in
Figure 5.11. When all 3 samples' weekly spectra are averaged, we see a slight trend shown in
Figure 5.12. As the samples were naturally aged longer the first peak around 2975 cm–1 starts to
decrease.
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Figure 5.11. Each graph shows the three naturally aged samples response over an 8-week period.

We also tested 3 samples, from the same sample set, each week that were artificially aged 2,
4, 6, and 8 weeks and were also extended to 8 mm. The results of these 12 samples are shown in
Figure 5.13. It can be seen that even though a consistent extension was applied to these samples,
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the variability from sample to sample and the inherent elastic behavior of HTPB affects any
determination of an expected SFG change due to deformation, as seen in Section 5.4. In Figure
5.14 though you can see a similar trend to the naturally aged samples in which the first peak
decreases even after tensile testing (dashed lines). Figure 5.15 allows you to look at spectra
before tensile testing in order to more clearly see the decrease in the first peak as the aging
increased. We have also included in Figure 5.16 the tensile testing data that shows a very similar
mechanical behavior for all 12 artificially aged samples. The load versus extension curve shown
in Figure 5.16 is similar to unaged samples showing that the antioxidant makes a big difference
in the mechanical behavior even after aging when compared to Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.12. Shows averaged response for 3 separate samples tested at the same stage of natural
aging over an 8-week period.

Overall, we found that aging does impose a difference in SFG response. This is seen by the
decrease in the peak at 2975 cm–1. This may be due to a preferred orientation being imposed by
aging leading to a decrease in intensity of this peak but more detailed work would need to be
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done to determine what exactly is occurring. We do plan to do further work changing the IR
tuning and looking at any other differences that may be detected as well as longer aging periods.

Figure 5.13. Each graph represents the SFG response before (blue) and after (orange) 8mm
mechanical deformation. The rows are also representing three samples tested at 2, 4, 6, and 8
weeks of artificial aging.
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Figure 5.14. Shows averaged response of 3 different samples before (solid lines) and after 8mm
tensile testing (dashed lines), 12 total, tested per week of artificially aging.

Figure 5.15. Shows averaged response of 3 different samples (before deformation), 12 total,
tested per week of artificially aging.
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Figure 5.16. Tensile testing of 3 different HTPB samples pulled to 8mm each week of our 8week aging study. Blue lines represent the first sample tested on that respective day, orange is
the second, and gray is the third sample.

5.6. Characterization of Additives
The primary use of HTPB for the Navy is as a binder for high energy (HE) explosives.
Due to the obvious dangers of testing what the addition of HE particles do to the chemical makeup of the HTPB mixture we have to use a simulant. According to the Navy the best and most
readily available simulant is sugar. If the correct grain sizes, 80% 200-micron grains and 20%
20–40-micron grains, are added to the HTPB mixture before curing it allows for a similar
interaction as that between HTPB and HE additives. It is also important to note that the HTPB
mixture contains HTPB, IPDI, antioxidant, catalyst and sugar all contributing to its molecular
make up.
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Figure 5.17. Unaged sugar sample measurements at 3100 nm IR wavelength. Each
spectra represents an average of 3 spots on one sample.

This work with additives first investigated the VSFG spectra differences of samples with
varying amounts of sugar content. These samples contain sugar ranging from 2-8 grams, with the
correct grain sizes produced through sieving granulated sugar. Measurements were initially taken
at an IR wavelength of 3100 nm to examine the C-H bond as done in the mechanical deformation
and aging studies. Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show these results. The spot to spot and sample to
sample variability within each sugar amount shown in Figure 5.17 is large compared to the
difference between each sugar amount. The difference in spot to spot is reduced in the samples
with 6 and 8 grams of sugar though. This may be due to the nature in which the samples were
prepared since this was a new addition to our curing process. Further work to have reproducible
samples will be necessary for distinct trends to be discernable. Though a determination of a
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definite trend is unlikely in Figure 5.18 we do see the intensity of the peaks decrease and the
peaks broaden with the increase in sugar content. We did find that the HTPB response we were
seeing previously is masked by the intense response from sugar. Therefore, the next step to
understanding what molecular changes are happening will be to use deuterated glucose in order
to shift the response so that it doesn’t overpower the HTPB spectra.

Figure 5.18. Unaged sugar sample measurements at 3100 nm IR wavelength. Each sugar amount
consists of three samples with three spots averaged from Figure 5.17.

5.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, the work is still preliminary and there is work that needs to be done to
continue learning about the effects of mechanical, thermal, and chemical stress on HTPB
samples. There is much potential in the advancement of this research and further understanding
can be obtained with the use of different methods of testing (I.e. Raman, NMR, XRD). A more
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in-depth study into what is occurring on a molecular level when HTPB is stressed whether the
SFG spectra changes or not would be very helpful. A key point is having reproducible and
uniform samples that allow for more accurate determination of any spectral changes.
Further studies will include analysis of different additive samples through artificial and
natural aging. This will consist of peak change identification, examination of molecular level
changes, and interpretation of the interactions of additives over time. Additionally, further
investigation of resonant and no resonant contributions will be conducted along with variance in
additives such as different amounts of IPDI to HTPB (crosslinking), sucrose compared to
glucose and deuterated glucose, and sand instead of sugar. Another possible route will be using
the scanning electron microscope to visually examine sample surfaces.
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APPENDIX
A.1 Various SHG Sample Mount Blueprints
A.1.1: Original SHG Sample Mount and Adapter Blueprints
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A.1.2: Second SHG Sample Mount Blueprint
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A.1.3: Original EPRI Sample Mount and Adapters Blueprints
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A.1.4: Second EPRI Sample Mount Blueprints
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A.2: Project Sample and Component Specs
A.2.1: Mechanical Deformation Project Samples
High-Strength 2024 Aluminum Sheet
•

Yield Strength: 41,000 psi

•

Hardness: Brinell 120 (Soft)

•

Temper:
0.020" to 0.190" thick. sheets: T3 (Hardened)

•

Fabrication: Heat Treated

•

Specifications Met: ASTM B209
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A.2.2: Chemical Sensitization Project Samples
Marine-Grade 5083 Aluminum Specs
•

Yield Strength: 28,000 psi

•

Hardness: Not Rated

•

Temper: H116 (1/8 Hard)

•

Fabrication: Cold Worked

•
•

Specifications Met: ASTM B209, ASTM B928
This corrosion-resistant 5083 aluminum is commonly used around salt water, such as in
drilling rigs and communication towers. It is nonmagnetic and not heat treatable.

A.2.3: HTPB Project Sample Components
Hydroxl Terminated Polybutadine (HTPB)
•

CAS No.: 69102-90-5 | Chemical Formula: HTPB

•

Chemical Name: Hydroxyl Terminated Polybutadiene
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•

Grade: R-45M

•

2 gal: $195/gal, ex Canoga Park, Ca 91304

Isophrone diisocyate – 98%
•

Product Number: 317624

•

CAS Number: 4098-71-9

•

MDL: MFCD00064956

•

Formula: C12H18N2O2

•

Formula Weight: 222.28 g/mol

•

Appearance (color): Colorless

•

Appearance (form): Liquid

•

Infrared spectrum: Conforms to structure purity (GC) > 97.5%

Dibutylin dialaurate – 95%
•

Product Number: 291234

•

CAS Number: 77-58-7

•

MDL: MFCD00008963

•

Formula: C32H64O4Sn

•

Formula Weight: 631.56 g/mol

•

Appearance (color): Colorless to Pale Yellow

•

Appearance (form): Liquid

•

Refractive Index at 20 C: 1.468-1.474

•

Infrared Spectrum: Conforms to Structure

•

Gravimetric Analysis: 17.7 - 19.9%
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Antioxidant- 2,2′-methylenebis(6-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol)
•

Product Number: 413135

•

CAS Number: 119-47-1

•

MDL: MFCD00043641

•

Formula: CH2[C6H2[C(CH3)3](CH3)OH]2

•

Formula Weight: 340.50 g/mol

•

Appearance (color): White to Light Yellow and Faint Beige to Light Beige and Faint
Brown to Light Brown

•

Appearance (form): Powder

Granulated Sugar
Bimodal sizes of sugar: 80% large grains (200 microns) and 20% small grains (20-40 microns)
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